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Abstract 

The clinical use of high linear energy transfer (LET) particles in radiotherapy offers many 

benefits in comparison to conventional photon radiotherapy, particularly due to an enhanced 

biological effect, which is often expressed as the relative biological effectiveness (RBE). This 

increased RBE of high LET radiation is attributed mostly to their highly inhomogeneous dose 

deposition, which leads to the formation of complex DNA damage which is difficult for the cell 

to repair. In comparison, a quasi-homogeneous DNA damage induced by low LET particles can 

be easily repaired. This work gives new insight into the dependence of the RBE on spatial dose 

distribution and thus LET. 

The effects of different spatial dose and DNA damage distributions on the RBE was analyzed 

with respect to biological endpoints of cell survival, induction of apoptosis and DNA double 

strand break (DSB) repair. For this purpose, Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells were 

irradiated using a unique experimental approach at the ion microbeam SNAKE with low LET 

protons and high LET lithium and carbon ions. The cells were exposed either to a grid-like 

irradiation pattern (with pattern width of 3.8 µm, 5.4 µm, 7.6 µm and 10.8 µm) where a certain 

number of particles were focused to sub-micrometer spots or to a homogeneous particle 

irradiation. The mean dose was the same in all irradiation patterns, only the spatial dose 

distribution was varied. For each particle type the RBE values for the cell survival were 

calculated and experimental cell survival data were compared with the predictions obtained from 

the biophysical local effect model (LEM).  

The experiments demonstrated novel evidence that focusing of low LET protons to sub-

micrometer spots result in a significant increase in RBE for the cell survival similar to that 

observed with high LET particles. DNA damage repair after grid-like focused irradiation is 

hypothesized to result in more lethal chromosome aberrations, and thus decreased cell survival. 

This decrease in cell survival is presumed to be due to an increased local density of DSBs caused 

by focused dose deposition. The importance of the interaction of DSBs on the micrometer scale 

was herewith confirmed. Additionally, the exposure of cells to a grid-like irradiation pattern of 

high LET lithium or carbon ions resulted in an increased RBE as compared to the focused low 

LET protons. These results demonstrated the importance of DNA damage distribution on the 

nanometer scale, since the single strand breaks (SSBs) induced in close proximity (nm) to one 
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another lead to the formation of additional DSBs. Moreover, the experimental data were in a 

good agreement with the LEM calculations, and support the existence of different spatial scales 

of DNA damage. A higher fraction of the residual unrepaired DSBs was found by measuring the 

mean γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity after focused proton irradiation as compared to 

homogeneous proton irradiation. This result indicated that a focused dose deposition may induce 

more complex DNA damage, which is more difficult to repair and thus more harmful to cells. 

Additionally, the results from this work with respect to the apoptosis induction suggested that 

changing spatial dose distribution by focusing low LET protons might efficiently trigger an early 

apoptotic response and an overall higher apoptotic rate as compared to a homogeneous 

irradiation. 

In conclusion, the results have shown that a sub-micrometer focused proton deposition is 

significantly more efficient than a homogeneous dose application with respect to cell killing, the 

induction of apoptosis and the formation of complex DNA damage. The results of this work 

present novel evidence that the increased RBE of high LET particles can be approached by spot 

application of low LET protons. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Today, approximately 50 % of all cancer patients are treated with radiotherapy, mostly with X-

rays, which are produced by linear accelerators (Durante, 2010). The main aim of radiotherapy is 

to destroy tumor cells by applying a high dose of radiation to the tumor whilst sparing the 

surrounding normal tissue. Technological innovations in the past several years could have 

improved clinical outcome. For instance, intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is a technique 

which utilizes several radiation beams of inconsistent intensities in order to improve the 

conformation of radiation doses to the tumor, while sparing adjacent normal tissue (Cheung, 

2006; Taylor and Powell, 2004). Moreover, the integration of advanced imaging techniques into 

the radiation treatment has led to increased precision and accuracy of radiation delivery (Jaffray, 

2012). However, a selective dose application only to the tumor is not feasible using X-rays due to 

their physical characteristics. The surrounding healthy tissue will always be exposed to radiation, 

thus increasing the probability of normal tissue complications (Loeffler, 2013). Consequently, the 

applicable maximal radiation dose used for the treatment is limited. In general, cells in the normal 

tissue have the capacity to repair radiation-induced DNA damage more efficiently than tumor 

cells, in particular because frequently occurring mutations in tumor cells prevent them from 

undergoing efficient DNA damage repair and aid the propagation of the tumor. In order to better 

spare the surrounding healthy tissue, fractionation of the total radiation dose is required. In the 

case of fractionated radiotherapy, the total radiation dose has to be divided into several, smaller 

doses over a period of time in order to allow the normal tissue cells to repair sub-lethal DNA 

damage. 

The radiological application of charged particle beams such as heavy ions or protons was first 

proposed by Charles Wilson in 1946 in order to overcome the biological as well as physical 

restrictions of conventional radiotherapy using X-rays (Kraft, 2000; Schardt, 2010; Wilson, 

1946). Charged particles offer many advantages compared to the radiotherapy with X- rays due to 

a fundamental difference in their physical properties. In contrast to conventional radiotherapy 

with X-rays, charged particles deposit doses required for tumor control very precisely within the 

tumor site and better spare the surrounding healthy tissue, inducing less unwanted side effects 
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(Durante, 2010; Loeffler, 2013). Therefore, radiotherapy with charged particles is expected to 

improve clinical outcome by an improved prevention of treatment-related side effects as well as a 

lower induction rate of secondary tumors, which is especially important in paediatric oncology 

(Combs et al., 2009). 

Furthermore, heavy ions e.g. carbon ions, which have a high linear energy transfer (LET), have 

additional biological advantages over X-rays and protons due to the increased ionization density 

at the end of the particle range. The higher biological effectiveness of high LET radiation is 

attributed particularly to the non-homogeneous energy deposition, which is highly concentrated 

around the particle track and provides very high local doses. The dose deposition of low LET 

particles, e.g. protons, however is spread more uniformly and local doses are moderate. High 

LET radiation therefore requires a lower dose to induce the same biological responses as low 

LET radiation would. Furthermore, several biological advantages such as a diminished DNA 

damage repair capacity of irradiated cells, decreased oxygen enhancement ratio and reduced cell 

cycle-dependent radiosensitivity have been proposed for high LET radiation (Ohno, 2013). These 

advantages make carbon ions more effective in radiotherapy cancer treatment than photons or 

protons (Ohno, 2013). 

The present work is performed as part of the BMBF funded "LET Verbund" which aims to 

contribute to a better understanding of the high relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of heavy 

ions. The microbeam particle irradiation at SNAKE was used in this work as an experimental 

approach to change the dose and DNA damage distribution. In this approach low LET protons 

have been applied to cells either randomly or focused to sub-micrometer spots, thus emulating the 

dose deposition of heavy ions such as carbon ions. Figure 1.1 represents a simulation of the dose 

deposition from irradiation patterns used in this study: high LET 55 MeV carbon ions which were 

applied in the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid pattern (Figure 1.1 (a)), randomly distributed low LET 20 

MeV protons (Figure 1.1 (b)) and 117 focused 20 MeV protons applied in the same grid pattern 

as carbon ions (Figure 1.1 (c)). For all three irradiation types the mean radiation dose of 1.7 Gy 

was applied. 
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Figure 1.2 shows the difference in the micro dose distribution along the dashed line in Figure 1.1. 

The dose distribution of focused proton irradiation differs from that of randomly applied protons 

and its macro structure looks similar to the dose distribution of the focused carbon ion irradiation. 

This simulation shows that by focusing low LET protons the dose deposition can be spatially 

concentrated and locally elevated as can be observed in the case of high LET radiation.  

The dependence of the radiation effectiveness from different spatial dose depositions was 

investigated with respect to the biological endpoints of clonogenic cell survival, DNA DSB repair 

and apoptosis induction. Additionally, the experimental cell survival data have been compared 

with the predictions obtained using the Local Effect Model (LEM) model, which was calculated 

by the collaborators Dr. Michael Scholz and Dr. Thomas Friedrich from the Department of 

Biophysics at GSI (Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research) in Darmstadt. The comparison of 

the measured cell survival data with the model predictions will contribute to a better insight into 

biological effects of different spatial distributions of DNA damage. Furthermore, precise 

knowledge about the relation between the RBE and dose distribution could help to improve 

radiotherapy with protons and heavy ions.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Simulation of two dimensional dose distribution after irradiation with 1.7 Gy of 

one 55 MeV carbon ion in the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid (a), randomly applied 20 MeV protons (b) 

and 117 focused protons in the same (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid (Courtesy of Christoph Greubel). 
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The following sections of this chapter give an overview on the physical and biological 

backgrounds relevant for this work. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 describe how charged particles interact 

with biological matter as well as the occurring biological effects, with a special focus on the 

DNA damage, DNA repair, apoptosis induction and the most relevant endpoint of cell survival. 

In Sections 1.4 and 1.5, the relative biological effectiveness and the biophysical model LEM are 

described in more detail.  

 

1.2 Physical characteristics of charged particle radiation 

There are two classes of ionizing radiation which can be applied in radiotherapy: electromagnetic 

radiation (i.e. photons), such as X-rays and γ-rays and charged particles, such as protons and 

heavier ions. Tissue damage is induced either directly by particles itself or by secondary electrons 

generated from interactions of the primary beam with matter (Scholz, 2003). The absorbed dose 

quantifies the energy absorption in matter caused by ionizing radiation. It is given as the energy 

deposited per unit mass in a target material with unit Gray (1Gy = 1J/kg).  

Figure 1.2: Microdose distribution along the dashed line through a cell nucleus after 

applying the same average dose of 1.7 Gy by randomly distributed 20 MeV protons, a grid-

like irradiation with 55 MeV carbon ions and 117 focused protons using the same grid 

pattern as in the case of carbon ions (Courtesy of Christoph Greubel). 
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The local dose distribution, which is given by particles ionization density, differs among the 

particles themselves due to their energy and velocity. These differences in the spatial dose 

deposition are mainly responsible for their distinct biological effects and will be further described 

in the following sections.  

1.2.1 Dose deposition of photons and charged particles 

Photons at low energies interact with matter by photoelectric, Compton or pair-production 

processes resulting in an exponentially decreased absorbed dose with penetration depth. The dose 

profile of photons with higher energy shows a maximum dose, which is shifted to deeper depth 

(build-up effect) followed by an exponentially decreasing dose as can be seen for 21 MeV 

photons in Figure 1.3. Contrary to photons, charged particles like carbon ions or protons show an 

inverted depth-dose deposition (cf. Figure 1.3). The dose deposition of charged particles 

increases with penetration depth and most of the energy is deposited at the end of their range, 

whereas the initial energy of the particle determines their depth-dose profile. The observed peak 

which occurs shortly before the particle stops is the so-called Bragg peak, named after William 

Henry Bragg, who first described the inverse depth-dose profile of high LET alpha particles in 

1904 (Brown, 2004; Kraft, 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Depth-dose profiles of 21 MeV photons, 148 MeV/u protons and 270 MeV/u 

carbon ions. This figure is taken from (Schulz-Ertner, 2007) with the kind permission of 

the publisher. Copyright 2007 by American Society of Clinical Oncology licensed under 

4190071314538. 
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In fact, dose is a macroscopic quantity. To describe energy absorption on small spatial scales, 

dose is not defined anymore and microdosimetric quantities such as linear energy loss have to be 

used. For radiotherapy with particle beams, the dose in Gray in a small volume can be described 

as: 

D[Gy] = 1.6 × 10−9 dE

dx
 [

keV

µm
] × F[cm−2] ×

1

ρ
[

cm3

g
]                                                                Eq. 1.1 

where 
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
 is energy loss, 𝜌 the density of the target material and F the fluence of the particle 

(Kraft, 2000; Scholz, 1996).  

1.2.2 Linear energy transfer (LET) 

In the propagation direction of the particle track, the energy loss is characterized by the linear 

energy transfer (LET) for particle energies used in radiotherapy. LET of charged particles is 

defined as: 

 

LET =
∆E

∆l
                                                                                                                                 Eq. 1.2 

where Δl is the track length traversed by the particle and ΔE is energy loss. LET depends on the 

particle type and its energy. 

Heavy ions lose their kinetic energy through the interaction with the target nuclei and interactions 

with target electrons. For charged particles at the energies used in radiotherapy, the energy 

transfer by interactions with target electrons is the dominated process (Kraft, 1992). The change 

in LET of heavy ions and protons can be approximated by the Bethe formula (Bethe, 1930): 

−
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
=  

4𝜋𝑒4(𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓)
2

𝑍𝑁

𝑚𝑒𝑣2 ∙ [ln (
2𝑚𝑒 𝑣

2

𝐼
)] + 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠                                                   Eq. 1.3 

with the energy loss per length 
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
, the electron charge e and mass 𝑚𝑒, the projectile velocity v, 

the target atomic number Z, the electron density of the target N and the average excitation energy 

I of the target.  
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Figure 1.4 shows the dependence of LET on particle energy for different ions. Here, for higher 

energies, the energy loss is low. With an increasing penetration depth in matter, the ion’s velocity 

becomes reduced and energy loss is increased up to a maximum at the end of the ion range 

forming the Bragg peak. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bragg peak position depends on the initial particle energy. In general, the specific depth-dose 

profile makes charged particles more suitable for the radio therapeutic treatment of deep seated 

tumors than photon irradiation, because less energy is deposited at the entrance and in the 

surrounding normal tissue and the maximum of energy is deposited in the Bragg peak, whose 

position can be adjusted by choosing the specific ion energy. 

1.2.3 Radial dose distribution and track structure 

The internal structure of charged particles also plays an important role in the biological response. 

The structure of the ion track originates from electrons which are created by ionization of the 

target atoms by the primary ion. The traversal of these electrons through matter around ion 

trajectories causes secondary ionization (Kraft, 2000). The main reason for the extremely 

localized energy deposition along the ion trajectory is the emission of electrons which carry the 

Figure 1.4: Linear energy transfer (LET) as a function of particle energy for different 

ions. The energy loss is higher at lower energies. This image is taken from (Kraft, 

2000) with the kind permission of the publisher. Copyright 2000 by Elsevier licensed 

under 4190080021425. 
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energy forwards. A predominant fraction of electrons is emitted at large angles resulting in 

electrons with low energies and short range (Scholz, 2003). Accordingly, only a small fraction of 

the emitted electrons are generated as electrons with high energies, which are capable to transport 

energy to places far away from the ion trajectory (Scholz, 2003). 

In general, the dose distribution of emitted secondary electrons depends on the energy of the 

primary particle. Therefore, charged particles with low energy and high LET are densely ionizing 

showing a narrow track structure and very high local doses in the center of the particle track, as 

can be seen in Figure 1.5 in the case of carbon ion. On the contrary, particles with high energy 

and low LET are sparsely ionizing radiation with a wider track structure (cf. Figure 1.5).  

The radial dose distribution within a particle track D (r) can be described as a function of the 

distance r from the center of the ion track (Scholz, 2003). Accordingly, D(r) is inversely 

proportional to the squared radial distance from the center of the particle track, i.e. D (r) ∝ 
1

𝑟2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Simulation of secondary electron emission by 1 MeV protons (left) and 1 MeV/u 

carbon ions (right) when penetrating matter. This figure is taken from(Scholz, 2003) with the 

kind permission of the publisher. Copyright 2003 by Springer licensed under 4190080848188. 
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1.3 Biological effects of ionizing radiation 

Charged particles and photons show different biological effects as a consequence of their 

different physical properties. The understanding of the biological effects is of special importance 

since humans are exposed to different types of ionizing radiation, used for diagnostic and 

therapeutic purposes but also due to exposure to natural background radiation. In the following 

sections, the biological effects of the ionizing radiation are described with special emphasis on 

the biological endpoints of DNA damage repair, cell death induction and cell survival. 

1.3.1 Ionizing radiation induced DNA damage  

The biological effects originate mostly from damage to the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) which 

represents the most critical cellular molecule that can be affected by ionizing radiation (Hall, 

2006). DNA is contained in the cell nucleus and encodes the cell`s genetic information. DNA 

consists of two strands, which are held together by hydrogen bonds between complementary base 

pairs forming the well-known double helical DNA structure, which was described for the first 

time by Francis Crick and James Watson in 1953 (Watson, 1953). Each DNA strand consists of 

nucleotides made of sugar deoxyribose and phosphate group, representing the backbone of the 

structure and four different bases, which are attached to the DNA backbone: adenine (A), 

thymine (T), cytosine (C) and guanine (G). The complementary base pairs can be formed by 

these four bases: A is complementary to T, and G is complementary to C. This is represented in 

the schematic figure in Figure 1.6. The sequence of about 3 ∙ 109 base pairs specifies the genetic 

code of a human cell (Alberts, 2002).  
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Energy deposition by ionizing radiation can occur either directly by ionizing the DNA or 

indirectly by ionizing other molecules, particularly water, because approximately 80 % of a cell 

is composed of water. By indirect action of radiation, ionization of water molecules leads to the 

formation of many radicals, where production of a hydroxyl radical (OH) is most important as it 

damages the DNA. The direct radiation action dominates for densely ionizing radiation with high 

LET, whereas for sparsely ionizing radiation (e.g X-rays) about two thirds of the DNA damage is 

caused by the indirect radiation action (Hall, 2006). 

Different types of DNA damage may be induced by ionizing radiation: single- and double strand 

breaks and base damages. All these DNA lesions have different severity concerning their possible 

repair and consequently the fate of the afflicted cell. Induction of a break in one DNA strand, also 

known as single strand breaks (SSB), is of little biological significance and can be easily repaired 

using a second DNA strand as a template. The induction of SSBs can be observed as a function of 

Figure 1.6: Schematic figure of two DNA strands, consisting of four nucleobases, which are 

bound together, according to the base pairing rules (A with T, C with G) in order to form 

double stranded DNA. The radiation induced DNA damage resulting either from the break from 

one DNA strand, also known as a single strand break (SSB) or from the break from both DNA 

strands, also called as a double strand break (DSB). A DSB can also be formed by two SSB, 

which lie on opposite strands and are separated by only a few base pairs. 
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the radiation dose. For instance, after exposure of a mammalian cell to 1 Gy of γ- radiation up to 

1000 SSBs can be observed (Lomax, 2013). 

If two or more breaks are induced in both opposite DNA strands and these breaks are separated 

by only a few base pairs, this may lead to the formation of a double strand break (DSB) (cf. 

Figure 1.6). DSBs are regarded as the most relevant lesions leading to most biological insults 

from radiation, since non-repaired or misrepaired DSBs can lead to the formation of unstable or 

stable chromosome aberrations, mutations or cell transformation. The yield of DSBs increases 

linearly with radiation dose, starting from a dose of a few mGy. After irradiation with 1 Gy of γ- 

rays formation of about 20-40 DSBs could be observed (Lomax, 2013). Forms of DNA damage 

consisting of two or more lesions on both DNA strands induced within a few base pairs, are so-

called clustered damage sites or locally multiply damaged sites (Hada, 2008; Iliakis, 2015; 

Schipler, 2013; Ward, 1985).  

Clustered DNA lesions can comprise a DSB, SSBs of varying complexity, oxidized base lesions 

or regular as well as oxidized abasic sites (Hada, 2008). Generally, two major groups of clustered 

DNA damage can be distinguished: DSBs and non-DSB oxidative clustered DNA lesions 

(OCDL) (Hada, 2008). If multiple DSBs are induced in close proximity these DSBs are 

considered to be complex DSBs (Hada, 2008; Mavragani, 2017). 

Sparsely ionizing (low LET) radiation, such as X-rays, induces isolated DSBs, whereas the 

generation of clustered DNA damage occurs more frequently after densely ionizing (high LET) 

radiation particularly due to the high local energy deposition from the ion trajectory. This higher 

frequency of clustered DNA lesions is considered to be the main reason for the enhanced 

biological effects of high-LET radiation (Schipler, 2013). The formation of multiple DSBs in 

close proximity allows for the interaction of these DSBs to cause chromosomal aberrations more 

probably. In general, this would mean if two elementary lesions are formed in sufficient spatial 

vicinity they may result in a more complex lesion which has a larger effect than the sum of the 

effects of both isolated lesions, i.e. they act synergistically (Friedrich et al., Submitted). 

Different hypotheses exist relating to radiation induced DNA damage and the role of complexity 

in its repair. To date, several authors assumed that clustered or complex DNA damage is caused 

due to the proximity of two lesions on the level of a micrometer (Lea, 1942; Neary, 1965) or on 

the level of several base pairs on the nanometer scale of the DNA (Goodhead, 1989; Goodhead, 

1994). Goodhead opened up the question of the association of spatial scales and their 
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corresponding targets. He suggested a coexistence of different scales, which seem to be relevant 

for radiation damaging (Goodhead, 2006). However, up to now the biological implication of 

DNA damage complexity is still not well understood and there are also some uncertainties in the 

definition of complex damage and different types of DNA damage which are responsible for the 

enhanced biological effectiveness of high LET radiation. Thus, the effects of different spatial 

dose and DSB distribution within a cell nucleus and the corresponding biological relevance were 

investigated in this study. 

1.3.2 DNA damage repair  

Radiation induced DNA damage can arrest the normal progression of the cell cycle by activating 

several DNA damage checkpoints. This allows for the DNA damage repair, and furthermore it 

prevents passing of damaged DNA on the progeny (Sancar et al., 2004). For the repair of the 

most harmful radiation induced DNA damages such as DSBs and complex DSBs, different repair 

mechanisms can be used by the cell. Two most important DNA repair pathways are the non-

homologous end-joining (NHEJ) and the homologous recombination (HR). The choice between 

the two repair mechanisms depends strongly on the type of DNA damage and on the actual cell 

cycle position during cell irradiation (Branzei, 2008; Mladenov, 2011; Shrivastav, 2008).  

DSBs induced during the G1 cell cycle phase are mainly repaired by NHEJ, a fast and an error-

prone repair pathway. HR is a slower but an error-free repair process, which takes place 

predominantly in the late S- and G2 phase using the intact sister chromatid as a homologous 

template in order to restore the DNA sequence. In contrast, the NHEJ brings two ends of a DSB 

together by ligation regardless of whether these ends arrive from the same chromosomes, and so 

chromosome aberrations can occur. Recent studies indicate the presence of a third repair 

mechanism, used by the cell as an alternative DSB repair process, termed as the alternative end 

joining (alt-EJ) (Chang et al., 2017; Frit et al., 2014; Iliakis, 2015) in order to backup efficiently 

failed NHEJ but also HR, suggesting that in G1-phase, NHEJ will be chosen by cells to repair 

DSB and alt-EJ next, when NHEJ fails. Similarly, G2 and S- phase cells will choose HR first the 

repair of DSBs, followed by NHEJ and alt-EJ only as a last resort (Iliakis, 2015).  

Complex DSBs are less readily corrected by cellular repair pathways due to their complexity, 

than the singular, well separated DSBs (Goodhead, 1994; Ward, 1994). Several studies reported 

that high LET particle irradiation induces more complex DNA lesions, and a greater involvement 
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of HR in the repair of those lesions was observed. For instance, HR is supposed to be more 

involved in the repair of DSBs induced by carbon ions than in the repair of those induced by 

photon or proton irradiation (Gerelchuluun et al., 2015).  

DNA DSB repair in irradiated cells can be investigated by fixation of the DNA damage at 

different time points after irradiation and by analyzing appearance and removal of γ-H2AX, a 

phosphorylated form of the histone H2AX which is involved in the repair of DNA DSBs after 

irradiation (Rogakou et al., 1998). H2AX acts as DNA damage sensor protein that gets 

phosphorylated upon induction of DSBs in the DNA in order to signalize to other repair proteins 

to come to the damage site and repair the damage. The dephosphorylation of γ-H2AX occurs 

after DNA DSBs are repaired. Besides H2AX, there are several other proteins which are involved 

in the DNA DSB repair and their recruitment and processing of the DSBs follow biphasic repair 

kinetics, characterized by fast repair rates at early times and subsequent slower repair rates at 

later times after radiation. Correspondingly, the proportion of fast and slow repair depends on the 

choice of the repair pathway, on the damage complexity and chromatin density. The residual 

amount of γ-H2AX represents the unrejoined DSB or persistent DNA damage. According to 

DNA rejoining studies exposure to high LET radiation resulted in a significant fraction of un-

rejoined DSBs, indicating that DSBs generated by high LET radiation are more severe and 

complex than the DSBs produced by low LET radiation (Heilmann, 1996).  

The main question to be solved is whether the non-homogeneous distribution of DSBs produced 

by focused low LET proton irradiation has any consequences for their repair and consequently 

the biological effectiveness. 

1.3.3 DNA damage induced apoptosis 

Depending on the phase of the cell cycle, cell type and the DNA damage extent, p53 modulates 

DNA damage repair processing, or it acts as a transcription factor by activating transcription of 

genes which are important for the regulation of the cell cycle arrest (transient or permanent) or 

for the cell death. If radiation induced DNA damage cannot be properly repaired, cell death 

response can be triggered in order to eliminate damaged cells. Apoptosis is one of the cell death 

pathways which can be observed after cell exposure to ionizing radiation. In particular, the cells 

from lymphoid and myeloid lineages are prone to apoptosis (Eriksson, 2010). Apoptotic cells 

show morphological characteristics such as shrinkage of the cell, blebbing of the cell membrane 
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and fragmentation of the cell nucleus (Lauber et al., 2012). Radiation-induced apoptosis is 

regulated mostly by the mitochondrial or intrinsic death pathway, which is characterized by 

different biochemical stages following a p53-dependent expression of pro-apoptotic proteins. The 

expression of pro-apoptotic proteins causes permeabilization of the mitochondrial outer 

membrane, which in turn induces release of cytochrome c into the cytosol. As a consequence, the 

apoptosome is formed and procaspase-9 is activated. The activation of caspase-9 in turn triggers 

the activation of the effector caspases-3 and -7, which are responsible for the execution of the 

apoptotic final stage and the cellular breakdown (Lauber et al., 2012). Activated caspases are a 

hallmark of apoptosis. 

As is generally known, the p53 has an important role in the radiation-induced apoptosis (Gudkov, 

2003; Polyak et al., 1997). Mutated p53 gene may contribute to radio- and chemoresistance of 

cancer, since the DNA damage caused by either ionizing radiation during conventional 

radiotherapy with X-rays or by cytotoxic drugs during chemotherapy cannot induce apoptosis 

without functional p53 protein (Martinez, 2010). Although it is already known that high LET 

radiation can more efficiently induce apoptosis than low LET radiation, little is known about the 

underlying mechanisms. Several studies reported that apoptosis can be induced independently of 

p53 gene status in cancer cells following high LET radiation (Iwadate et al., 2001; Mori et al., 

2009; Nakagawa et al., 2012; Takahashi et al., 2004). Thus, high LET radiation is expected to be 

an efficient alternative radiotherapy particularly for the treatment of tumor patients with the 

mutated p53 gene (Iwadate et al., 2001; Takahashi et al., 2004). Further characterization of the 

molecular pathways obtained from experiments with p53 mutated cell lines after high LET 

radiation revealed that high LET radiation induces higher apoptotic rates through the activation of 

Caspase-3 and Caspase-9 and by simultaneous suppression of the Akt-related signaling pathways 

(Nakagawa et al., 2012).  

In the present study apoptosis induction was analyzed by measuring caspase 3/7 activation in 

cells following focused proton irradiation in comparison to a homogeneous proton irradiation. 

1.3.4 Cell survival 

As described in the previous section, misrepaired or unrepaired DSBs leftover after exposure to 

ionizing radiation may trigger the formation of unstable or lethal chromosome aberrations, such 

as dicentric chromosomes, acentric chromosomes or centric rings. Such lethal chromosome 
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aberrations will be lost during subsequent cell divisions due to mechanical problems, thus 

preventing the cell from dividing into two daughter cells. Cells carrying such lethal chromosome 

aberrations will certainly be eliminated from the cell population, by activating different cell death 

pathways, such as mitotic catastrophe, apoptosis, permanent cell cycle arrest (senescence) or by 

necrotic cell death. In all these cases the cells will lose their reproductive integrity resulting in 

cell death. A surviving cell that has retained its reproductive integrity and is able to proliferate 

and to produce a large colony is said to be clonogenic (Hall, 2006). This biological end point of 

clonogenic cell survival can be measured with cells cultured in vitro by the colony forming assay. 

This assay represents a gold standard method, used to analyze the ability of single cells to grow 

into colonies (Franken et al., 2006). Furthermore, it describes the full extent of radiation effects 

to the cells, because effects are observed after failing of cell repair processes, resulting in cell 

killing. 

This technique was described first by Puck and Marcus in 1956, as a cell culture technique, 

which can be used to assess the ability of single cells to form colonies (Puck, 1956). Here, 

authors irradiated HeLa cells with X-rays and for the first time a dose-response curve was 

yielded. They observed that an accurate count of colony-forming survivors can be obtained after 

11 days of incubation of irradiated HeLa cells if the criterion employed for cell survival is that at 

least 50 cells are present in the colony at the end of this period (Puck, 1956). Since then this cell 

number is used as a definition for a colony (Franken et al., 2006). 

Clonogenic cell survival can be described by a dose-response curve, representing the relationship 

between the fraction of cells that retained their reproductive integrity and the absorbed radiation 

dose. The mathematical model used in order to fit the experimental cell survival data is the linear 

quadratic model, which describes cell survival by a second order curve: 

 

 𝑆 = 𝑒−(𝛼𝐷+𝛽𝐷2)                                                                                                                      Eq. 1.4                                         

 

where S represents the cell surviving probability, D the radiation dose, α and β are two 

components that contribute to cell killing and describe the initial slope and bending of the cell 

survival curve. The first component α is proportional to the dose, whereas β component is 

proportional to the square of the dose. 
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Many factors influence the shape of the cell survival curve and thus cell survival. For instance, 

the cells from different tumor entities show a broad range of radiosensitivities. Furthermore, 

radiosensitivity of cells depends strongly on the radiation quality, especially on the particle type, 

its energy, LET and spatial dose distribution. Increasing LET of radiation, the cell survival curve 

becomes steeper and the shoulder of the curve gets smaller, resulting in more cell killing. Despite 

radiation quality, cells in different cell cycle phases show differing radiosensitivity. In general, 

cells in G2 and M phase of the cell cycle are most sensitive to radiation, whereas cells from the 

late S phase are considered to be most resistant to radiation. This cell cycle dependency can be 

observed after low LET radiation, but this is not the case when high LET radiation is used. Thus, 

the variation in radiosensitivity through the cell cycle decreases with increasing LET (Hall, 

2006). Furthermore, the presence of oxygen in cells during radiation can also influence cell 

survival. Higher radiosensitivity was observed in cells that were irradiated with low LET 

radiation in the presence of oxygen (under aerated conditions) than in it’s absence (hypoxic 

conditions). This radiosensitizing effect of oxygen is much lower after high LET radiation, 

because the biological damage produced by high LET radiation is mainly through direct action to 

the DNA and only little by the indirect action mediated by free radicals. 

Cell survival is mainly used to assess the biological effectiveness of radiation and it has been 

used in many modelling studies, e.g. Local Effect Model (LEM) in order to give an accurate 

prediction of the biological effectiveness prior to radiation therapy of cancer with heavy ions. 

The main question to be investigated in this work is how the cell survival is affected by spatial 

dose distribution and weather an increased biological effectiveness can be achieved by focusing 

low LET radiation using protons, in such a way that high-LET radiation effects can be mimicked. 

 

1.4 Relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and its characteristics 

When biological end points are investigated after exposing cells to low and high LET radiation, 

the final experimental outcome may differ between different radiation qualities due to physical 

doses needed to induce the same biological effect. These differences in effectiveness might be 

due to differences in the physical properties of the radiation qualities used, resulting in different 

energy depositions. In order to compare the effectiveness of different radiation qualities, e.g. 

particles with varying LET, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) has been introduced. The 
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definition of RBE is the ratio between radiation doses applied using a reference radiation and a 

test radiation, resulting in the same effect, under identical conditions (Iaea, 2008): 

𝑅𝐵𝐸 =  
𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝐷𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
                                                                                                                    Eq. 1.5 

 

As reference radiation in this work 200 kV X-ray radiation was used. 

The dependency of RBE on LET is a very important aspect of this work. In general, the RBE 

increases with LET up to a maximum of 100 keV/µm and it decreases subsequently for higher 

LET values (Hall, 2006). LET at which RBE reaches the maximum is the same for a broad range 

of mammalian cells and for the end point of cell killing and induction of chromosome 

aberrations. However, the RBE value depends on the particle type used for irradiation. For 

instance, Figure 1.7 represents the dose response curves for the cell survival in hepatocellular 

carcinoma cells Hep3B cells after exposure to 200 kV X-rays and 130 MeV/u carbon ions, and it 

shows how the RBE can be evaluated from cell survival curves obtained after radiation with 

differing LET values. Unlike X-rays, carbon ions are high LET radiation. With increasing LET, 

the initial slope of the cell survival curve gets steeper and the shoulder gets smaller. 

Correspondingly, the absorbed dose of X-ray irradiation which is needed to induce 10% cell 

survival is 4.19 Gy, whereas the dose from carbon ion irradiation to induce the same cell survival 

level is 1.44 Gy. The RBE value for carbon ion irradiation needed to induce 10% cell survival 

can be calculated using the Eq. 1.5. The resulting RBE for carbon ion irradiation for 10% cell 

survival is 2.9.  

Furthermore, the RBE depends on several other physical factors, e.g. particles energy or absorbed 

dose, and on biological factors, such as the biological end point under consideration and the cell 

or tissue type. 

The concept of the RBE is of special importance with regard to tumor therapy with heavy ions 

and the use of a correct RBE represents a crucial factor. Thus, RBE values have to be used that 

are as realistic as possible. The RBE used for proton radiotherapy is assumed to be constantly 

close to one, whereas for heavy ion radiotherapy using carbon ions the dose has to be weighted 

by the RBE. Due to the complex RBE dependency, biophysical models are essential for the 

estimation of clinically relevant RBE values in treatment planning. A theoretical simulation 
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model which is implemented in treatment planning is the Local Effect Model (LEM). LEM has 

been developed at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) as the first model for 

treatment planning taking into account the complex RBE dependency (Elsässer, 2008). This 

biophysical model is based on the notion of the distribution of DNA lesions on different spatial 

scales. As LEM is used in this study, it will be presented in more detail in the following section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Local Effect Model (LEM) 

LEM is a predicting model currently implemented in the treatment plan systems for radiotherapy 

with heavy ions in Europe. The model corrects for the physical dose required for the tumor by 

predicting the RBE for cell killing. According to LEM, the biological effects of radiation with 

heavy ions are derived directly from the cellular or tissue response to photon radiation and thus 

Figure 1.7: RBE dependency with differing LETs. Carbon ion irradiation shows higher RBE 

values for cell killing than X-rays (reference radiation). RBE of carbon ions in Hep3B cells is 

2.9 times higher for 10% cell survival as compared to X-ray irradiation. This figure is adapted 

from (Habermehl et al., 2014). 
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the effectiveness of heavy ions can be determined by extrapolation from the dose response curve 

using photons, e.g. X-rays as reference radiation.  

The distribution of the local dose within a particle track can be described as a function of the 

radial distance from the center of the ion track (Elsässer, 2008).  

Accordingly, the calculation of the effectiveness of charged particles relies on the microscopic 

local dose distribution pattern of ion traversals within the cell nucleus (Friedrich et al., 2012). 

In a recent version of LEM (LEM IV), some substantial additions were introduced as compared 

to the prior LEM versions (LEM I-III (Elsässer, 2008; Scholz, 1996; Scholz, 1997)). Here, an 

intermediate step was introduced, based on the assumption that the final cellular response to 

radiation can be related to the distribution of the initial DNA damage (Elsässer, 2010). In 

accordance with this latest version of LEM, the microscopic spatial DNA DSB distribution and 

thus their local density within a nucleus is assumed to be the most relevant measure that 

determines the cell fate following radiation.  

Here, the SSBs and DSBs are considered as elementary lesions that interact on different scales to 

form complex DNA damage. For the calculation of DSB yields based on LET, LEM assumes that 

if two SSBs are induced within 25 bp on opposite DNA strands that corresponds to a distance of 

a few nm on the DNA, these two SSBs may interact and form a DSB. This interaction of SSBs is 

responsible for the enhanced DSB yield in the case of high local doses in the core of ion tracks 

(Friedrich, 2015). Another assumption of LEM is that DSBs interact or cluster on the micrometer 

scale within DNA sub-compartments. Here, the cell nucleus is assumed to be compartmentalized 

into cubic-shaped sub-volumes of 510 nm side length, which are related to 2 Mbp DNA content. 

The number of DSBs in each sub-volume can be determined in order to assess the proximity of 

DSBs and thus the clustering of DSBs. Isolated DSBs exist if only one DSB is found in such a 

sub-volume, whereas in the case of two or more DSBs in a sub-volume clustered DSBs are 

formed (Elsässer, 2010). The mean number of DSBs in small sub-volumes stem from the cellular 

response to photon radiation, indicating a DSB yield of about 30 DSBs/Gy in a cell.  

The LEM has been supported by various experimental findings, and it allows for RBE predictions 

for all clinically relevant ion types and ion energies. However, the essential question, would be, 

how accurate LEM can predict the biological response necessary for treatment planning. 

Therefore, a permanent improvement of LEM is required. In the framework of the LET project, 

LEM predictions on cell survival for low LET focused and random proton irradiation and high 
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LET lithium and carbon ion irradiation were made and compared with the experimental data in 

order to test the accuracy of the LEM and their assumptions regarding DNA damage complexity 

and its biological relevance.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Cell culture: Chinese Hamster Ovary cells CHO-K1 

Experiments in this work were performed using the Chinese Hamster Ovary cells, CHO-K1, 

purchased from Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH (DSMZ) 

(Code ACC 110, Lot 15) (Figure 2.1). At this point, it is important to emphasize the reason for 

choosing CHO-K1 cell line for the experiments of this work. Firstly, the CHO-K1 cells are used 

in order to ensure the best possible correlation with the LEM model used here in the study. The 

LEM model has been validated by experimental in-vitro cell survival data obtained from CHO 

cells. Secondly, this cell line is a well-established cell line in the field of radiobiology and it is 

very suitable for cell survival experiments because of the fast proliferation and uniform colony 

formation. 

The cells were cultivated in RPMI-1640 medium (R8758, Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 

10% fetal calf serum (F7524, Sigma-Aldrich), 100 units of Penicillin and 100µg of Streptomycin 

(P0781, Sigma-Aldrich) per ml culture medium, 2 mM L-Glutamine (G7513, Sigma-Aldrich) and 

1 mM Sodium pyruvate (S8636, Sigma-Aldrich). The cells were grown as monolayer culture and 

were cultivated in an incubator at 37°C, 5 % CO2 and 95% humidity. Under these culture 

conditions the CHO-K1 cells had doubling time of 12.2±0.28 hours.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Adherent CHO-K1 cells in culture flask. Scale bar 50 µm. 
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2.2. Cell cultivation on a well-defined restricted area 

Several developments concerning the cell cultivation have been made in this work to allow for 

the investigation of the biological response to microbeam irradiation. These developmental steps 

are described in the following section.  

Special irradiation containers were used for the particle irradiation of cells at SNAKE. These cell 

containers were constructed in such a way that a Mylar foil (of 6 μm thickness) was stretched and 

clamped between two steel plates. The design of the irradiation containers has been described 

previously (Schmid et al., 2012a). For the focused particle microbeam irradiation, it is of great 

importance that all seeded cells are irradiated, otherwise the unirradiated cells would distort the 

experimental outcome. To avoid this problem the established cultivation setup was modified and 

improved for the application in experiments with microbeam irradiation as described in detail by 

Greubel et al. (Greubel et al., 2017). 

About 4 hours before irradiation, the cells were seeded on the Mylar foil, which was pre-coated 

with Cell-TAK (Cat. No. 354240, Corning). For the procedure of cell seeding the cell cultivation 

setup as shown in Figure 2.2 was used.  

 

For this purpose, an elastomeric O-ring was mounted at the bottom site of a medium reservoir, 

which was placed on the Mylar foil in order to prevent cell leakage during the incubation time of 

Figure 2.2: Cell cultivation setup used for irradiation experiments at SNAKE. This figure is 

taken from (Greubel et al., 2017) with the kind permission of the publisher. Copyright 2016 

by Elsevier licensed under 4190100051770. 
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4 hours. During this time the CHO-K1 cells were allowed to settle down and adhere to the Mylar 

foil. Using this cell cultivation setup cells were seeded in a well-defined area at the center, which 

is defined by an O-ring of 4 mm in diameter (outlined by a dashed circle in Figure 2.3) to achieve 

a limited cell growth area of approx. 15 mm². This cell growth area was small enough to be 

irradiated as fast as possible, but it was still large enough to ensure a sufficient number of cells to 

perform the experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cell growth area and the irradiation area comprised approximately 10.000-20.000 cells. 

Directly before irradiation, the cell cultivation setup consisting of medium reservoir with O-ring 

and it’s support plates was removed and the cell sample was washed once with culture medium to 

remove all non-adherent cells. After this, the cell container was filled with 5 ml of culture 

medium, closed by another stainless steel plate, and was positioned vertically in front of the beam 

exit nozzle, with cells facing the microbeam. At this position, cells were not covered by culture 

medium, but the medium in the cell container prevented cells from drying out by ensuring a 

saturated atmosphere (Greubel et al., 2008; Hauptner et al., 2004).  

Figure 2.3: Stitched microscope image of CHO-K1 cells stained with DAPI after being 

cultivated using the described cell cultivation setup. The dashed white circle represents the cell 

growth area consisting of 65 square fields of (500 x 500) µm² which would be chosen for 

microbeam irradiation. 
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2.3. Cell irradiation 

2.3.1. Reference irradiation with X-rays 

The irradiation of CHO-K1 cells was carried out at the X-ray irradiation facility (RS225, Gulmay 

Medical, UK) of the Department of Radiation Oncology, Technical University in Munich, in 

order to obtain a reference dose–response curve for cell survival. For irradiation experiments the 

same cell irradiation containers under identical cell culture conditions were used as for particle 

irradiation at SNAKE (as described in detail in section 2.2). For the irradiation, the cell 

monolayer was covered with 6 ml culture medium. To ensure that culture medium in the cell 

container will not be spilled during the transport to the irradiation facility, a cover was used 

screwed on the top of the cell container. A plexiglas disc was placed underneath the foil and cells 

were exposed to 200 kV X-rays at room temperature using a dose rate of 1.21 Gy min
−1

 (15 mA) 

and a source-cell distance of 42 cm in a field of 20 × 20 cm
2
. The experimental setup is shown in 

Figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Experimental setup for X-ray irradiation of cells seeded on Mylar foil in cell 

containers used for SNAKE microbeam irradiation. 
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2.3.2. Particle irradiation at the ion microbeam SNAKE 

Particle irradiation in this study was carried out at the ion microprobe SNAKE (Supraleitendes 

Nanoskop für angewandte kernphysikalische Experimente = superconducting nanoprobe for 

applied nuclear physics experiments) at the 14 MV tandem accelerator in Munich (Datzmann et 

al., 2001) which has been adapted for application in biological studies (Hauptner et al., 2004; 

Hauptner et al., 2006; Schmid et al., 2011a; Schmid et al., 2012a). The well-established 

irradiation setup (Hable et al., 2009; Hauptner et al., 2004) as shown in Figure 2.5 has been 

recently adapted and upgraded to meet the highest requirements for the cell irradiation with ions 

using a scanned microbeam. The developments which have been made concerning the irradiation 

procedure at SNAKE are described in the following sections.  

 

 

 

Recent developments at SNAKE allow focusing of particles to a spot size of about 0.5 x 1.0 µm² 

with a particle rate of 200-500 kHz for protons and 2-3 kHz for 55 MeV carbon ions (Greubel et 

al., 2017). The ions were focused and transported in a vacuum to the beam exit nozzle, which 

Figure 2.5: Set-up of the ion microprobe SNAKE at the Munich tandem accelerator 

(Courtesy of Judith Reindl). 
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was covered with 7.5 µm thick kapton foil. After passing the kapton foil, the ions traversed a 6 

µm thin Mylar foil before hitting the cells (Schmid et al., 2012a). Behind the cell sample, a 

detector, as described in (Hauptner et al., 2004) was placed to count the ions. A single ion 

preparation method was used to ensure the requested number of particles at each spot. Using 

electrostatic beam scanning, square fields of (500 x 500) µm² were irradiated with a certain 

number of ions. The cell container was mounted on the x-y- stage of an inverted optical 

microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200 M) (Hable et al., 2009) and by mechanically moving the cell 

sample, the quadratic fields were stitched together, and the whole cell growth area was covered. 

For random proton irradiation the microbeam was scanned over an area of (500 x 500) µm² field 

and protons were counted until a requested number of particles were reached. 

Shortly before the cell irradiation, radiochromic films were irradiated to test if the field stitching 

shows gaps between the fields. The gaps between the fields would mean that cells in these fields 

would not be irradiated. To avoid the problem of unirradiated cells, a safety margin of 2% 

overlap between the fields was introduced (Greubel et al., 2017). To irradiate the whole cell 

growth area of a cell sample about 80 fields of (500 x 500) µm² were stitched together and the 

irradiation took about 15 to 20 minutes. Prior to irradiation, the exact position of the irradiation 

field has to be determined. Using a phase contrast microscope, the coordinates of the center and 

radius of the irradiation field could be set (Greubel et al., 2017).  

In this work CHO-K1 cells were irradiated with 20 MeV (LET = 2.66 keV/μm) protons, 33 MeV 

lithium ions (LET = 81 keV/µm) and 55 MeV carbon ions (LET = 338 keV/µm). The size of the 

irradiated spots was analyzed and measured for each experiment as described in detail in 

(Greubel et al., 2017). For cell survival experiments, cells were irradiated with a mean dose of 

1.7 Gy either by focusing a defined number of particles to spots in a certain grid-like pattern or 

by homogeneously applied particles. All irradiation modalities deposited the same mean dose to 

the cells. An overview of all utilized irradiation modes used in cell survival experiments is given 

in Table 2.1. To investigate radiation induced apoptosis and DNA damage repair the cells were 

irradiated with a mean dose of 3.4 Gy. 
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Table 2.1: Overview of all applied particles used in SNAKE experiments and all irradiation 

modalities 

 

Ion species Grid pattern (µm
2
) 

Particles per point 

(ppp) 

20 MeV Protons 

LET = (2.66±0.13) keV/µm 

random - 

5.4 x 5.4 117 

7.6 x 7.6 234 

10.8 x 10.8 468 

33 MeV Lithium ions 

LET = (81±8) keV/µm 

random - 

3.82 x 3.82 2 

5.4 x 5.4 4 

7.6 x 7.6 8 

10.8 x 10.8 16 

55 MeV Carbon ions 

LET = (338±34) keV/µm 

5.4 x 5.4 1 

7.6 x 7.6 2 

10.7 x 10.7 4 

 

 

2.3.3. Geometrical measurement of cell nucleus area for calculation of the hit statistics 

The irradiation of cells using a microbeam in this work was carried out sequentially in a regular 

pattern. The probability for hitting a cell nucleus using different grid sizes was calculated, as the 

number of particles to hit a cell depends strongly on the current cell position relative to the 

utilized irradiation grid pattern. In a first step, the size of the cell nucleus was determined as 

described previously (Greubel et al., 2017). For this purpose, CHO-K1 cells were seeded using 

the same cell cultivation setup (Figure 2.2) in parallel to irradiation experiments. 4 hours after 

seeding, cells were fixed with 2 % paraformaldehyde (PFA) (158127, Sigma- Aldrich) for 15 

minutes at room temperature and subsequently washed once with phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS) to get rid of the fixative. The cells were stained with DAPI by adding a drop of 

Vectashield (H-1200, Vector Laboratories), in order to make cell nuclei visible for detection. 

After DAPI-staining, z-stacks were acquired using confocal laser scanning microscopy. To obtain 

the largest shape of each cell nucleus, a projection along the z-axis was performed in all z-slices. 

The nuclei were outlined manually to determine the maximal area. For this approximation, the 
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cell nucleus is assumed to be a circle with the determined area that corresponds to a certain 

radius. 

Monte Carlo simulation was performed in order to evaluate the hit statistics and determine the 

frequency of hits per cell nucleus. The individual nucleus shapes were placed randomly on each 

of the irradiation grid patterns used in our experiments and the number of hits inside the nuclei 

shape was evaluated (Greubel et al., 2017). 

 

2.4. DNA DSB repair  

2.4.1. Immunofluorescence staining of γ-H2AX  

The γ-H2AX immunofluorescence assay was used in this work for the detection of radiation 

induced DNA DSBs in cells, since phosphorylated H2AX is a well-known marker of DNA 

DSBs. For this purpose, the cells were seeded on a large surface area of Mylar foil, labelled with 

coordinates. This allowed for the irradiation of just few cells from one cell sample using different 

irradiation modalities and performing immunofluorescence staining for all irradiation modalities 

at once under the same experimental conditions. After irradiation, the culture medium was 

replaced by fresh medium and the cell sample was brought back to the cell incubator where cells 

were incubated at 37°C for further 30 minutes. The culture medium was removed and cells were 

washed shortly once with PBS. In the following step, cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) for 15 minutes at room temperature and subsequently washed once with PBS to get rid of 

the fixative. The permeabilization step occurred by three washing steps in PBS + 0.15% Triton 

X-100 (X100, Sigma- Aldrich), each step for 5 minutes. Blocking of the unspecific epitopes was 

carried out by three washing steps in PBS
+
 [0.15% glycine and 1% bovine albumin serum (BSA) 

(A7030, Sigma- Aldrich) in PBS], each for 10 minutes. After this blocking step, 75 µl of the 

primary mouse anti-phospho-Histone H2A.X (Ser139) antibody (clone JBW301, Millipore), 

diluted 1:350 in PBS
+
, was pipetted on the cell irradiated area and cell samples were incubated 

overnight at 4°C. On the next day, antibody solution was removed and cells were washed once 

with PBS for 5 minutes. Subsequently, cell sample was permeabilized again with PBS + 0.15% 

Triton-X 100 for 10 minutes and blocked by washing in PBS
+ 

for 7 minutes. F(ab')2-Goat anti-

Mouse IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 (A-11017, Invitrogen) was 

diluted 1:500 in PBS
+
 and the antibody was used as a secondary antibody. Finally, the nuclear 
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DNA was stained with DAPI and a cover slip was mounted with a drop of Vectashield (H-1200, 

Vector Laboratories). The microscopy images were acquired using a fluorescence microscope 

(AxioObserver Z1, Zeiss), with a 40x objective and an AxioCam (CCD MRm, Zeiss) for the 

multidimensional acquisition we used the Z-stack tool in order to process an extended depth 

focus. 

2.4.2. γ-H2AX repair kinetics measured by flow cytometry 

For the experiment of γ-H2AX repair kinetics cells were seeded as previously described in 

Section 2.2. After irradiation, cells were detached from the Mylar foil by trypsinization and the 

cell suspension was transferred to a 15 ml falcon tube (9180323, Greiner Bio-One GmbH). After 

centrifugation at 300 g for 5 minutes the cell pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml of PBS. 

Subsequently, 4.5 ml of ice-cold 70% ethanol was added and cell samples were stored at -20°C 

overnight or for several days. 

On the day of the γ-H2AX-staining, cell samples were centrifuged once again and the cell pellet 

was resuspended in 0.5 ml PBS in order to remove the fixative. In the following step, cells were 

permeabilized by washing in 1 ml of 0.15% Triton X-100 solution for 15 minutes. For flow 

cytometric evaluation, cells were resuspended in 0.1 ml of PBS + 10% FCS and 2 µl of the 

gamma H2AX antibody (2F3) labeled with Alexa 488 fluorophore  (NB100-78356AF488, Novus 

Biologicals) was added to the cells for 20 minutes on ice. This antibody reacts with Ser139-

phosphorylated H2AX. After incubation with the antibody, cells were washed once with PBS + 

10% FCS to get rid of the excess Alexa 488 conjugated antibody before the flow cytometric 

analysis. The flow cytometry data were acquired using a BD FACSCalibur flow cytometer 

equipped with the CellQuest software (Becton-Dickinson, USA) and the argon-ion laser, which 

produces 15 mW of 488 nm light. The cellular incorporation of Alexa Fluor 488 anti-γ-H2AX 

was presented by use of fluorescence intensity histograms, as shown in Figure 2.6. For each 

irradiated cell sample, the γ-H2AX mean fluorescence intensity was determined and analyzed 

relative to the mean γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity of the corresponding unirradiated cell 

sample. The graphs represent mean values of technical replicates ± standard error of the mean 

(SEM). The statistical analysis was performed using the GraphPad Prism7 software and statistical 

significance was evaluated using the two-tailed Student`s t-test for unpaired samples (*p ≤ 0.05, 

**p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001). 
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2.5. Analysis of caspase 3/7 activity using flow cytometry 

Apoptotic cells were analyzed by evaluating the extent of activation of caspases 3 and 7 as 

response to ionizing radiation. After irradiation of cells, which were seeded on the Mylar foil as 

described previously in chapter 2.2, culture medium was replaced by fresh medium and cells 

were incubated for further 24 hours. After this incubation time, culture medium was collected out 

of the irradiation container and cells were washed once with PBS. PBS wash step was also 

retained, so that floating cells were pooled together with attached cells. 0.5 ml trypsin was 

pipetted directly on cells and cell samples were incubated for 4 minutes at 37°C. Subsequently, 

4.5 ml medium was added to cells to neutralize the trypsin reaction and cell suspension was 

transferred into a 15 ml falcon tube. The remaining cells were washed out from the Mylar foil by 

adding 1 ml culture medium and cell suspension was transferred into the falcon tube, which 

already contained cells. In the next step, cells in falcon tubes were centrifuged at 500 g for 5 

minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was removed and cell pellet was resuspended in 

0.5 ml PBS. 0.5 µl Caspase-3/7 Green Detection Reagent from the CellEvent
®
 Caspase-3/7 Green 

Flow Cytometry Assay Kit (C10427, Invitrogen) was added to the cells and cell samples were 

incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, protected from light. In addition to the detection of caspase 

Figure 2.6: Representative flow cytometry histograms representing the γ-H2AX 

fluorescence intensity of unirradiated (black histogram) and proton irradiated cells (red 

histogram). After irradiation the γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity shifts to the right, showing 

increased γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity. 
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activation, the SYTOX
® 

AADvanced dead cell dye was used as well in this assay in order to 

discriminate between live, apoptotic and necrotic cells. During the final 5 minutes of incubation 

with Caspase 3/7 Detection Reagent, 0.5 µl of the 1 mM SYTOX
® 

AADvanced dead cell stain 

solution in DMSO was added to the cells and cell samples were incubated for further 5 minutes at 

37°C. Subsequently, stained cells were measured on the FACSCalibur flow cytometer. The 

fluorescence emission was collected using a 530/30 bandpass filter (FL1) for Caspase-3/7 Green 

Detection Reagent and a 670 longpass filter (FL3) for SYTOX
® 

AADvanced dead cell stain.  

The data analysis was performed using CellQuest software. The data are represented as dot plots 

as shown in Figure 2.7. Dot plots provide a two-parameter data display. With this kind of 

analysis, four different cell populations in each sample could be analyzed and classified as 

follows: caspase 3/7 and SYTOX negative (lower left panel), caspase 3/7 positive and SYTOX 

negative (lower right panel), caspase 3/7 and SYTOX positive or double positive (upper right 

panel) and caspase 3/7 negative and SYTOX positive (upper left panel) cells. From each quadrant 

the percentage of cells was evaluated.  

The graphs represent mean values of biological or technical replicates ± standard error of the 

mean (SEM). The statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism7 software and 

statistical significance was evaluated using the two-tailed Student`s t-test for unpaired samples 

(*p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Flow cytometry analysis of data obtained for CHO-K1 cells 24 hours after 

irradiation using Caspase 3/7 and SYTOX staining in form of a dot plot. 
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2.6. Modified colony forming assay for cell irradiation at SNAKE 

In order to determine the cell survival immediately after irradiation the clonogenic cell survival 

assay also called colony forming assay (CFA) was performed. Using cell cultivation setup which 

was designed for particle irradiation at SNAKE (cf. Figure 2.2) the cell growth area was limited 

to roughly 15 mm² and comprised about 10.000-20.000 cells to ensure cell irradiation in a 

reasonable time. Due to only small cell numbers that could be irradiated, the conventional CFA 

assay was modified in order to meet the requirements needed for microbeam particle irradiation 

of cells. 

The cells were trypsinized from the Mylar foil using chambers, similar to those used for cell 

seeding. 0.3 ml of trypsin (T4299, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the cells and cell samples were 

incubated for 4 minutes at 37°C. The trypsinization reaction was stopped by adding 0.6 ml 

culture medium. Mylar foil was washed out with additional 0.1 ml culture medium in order to 

collect the remaining cells from the foil. Subsequently, the cells from each sample were counted 

using the C-Chip, a disposable Fuchs-Rosenthal cell counting chamber (E63508-03, 

NanoEnTek), which is particularly well adapted for counting small cell numbers. The cell 

counting was performed four times for each cell sample and each time the whole hemocytometer 

area of 3.2 mm³ was counted. After counting and determining the cell concentration per ml for 

each sample, the cell suspension was diluted in a dose-specific manner, and 1 ml of the diluted 

cell suspension was pipetted into the wells of 12 well plates (Costar # 3513, Corning). In case of 

unirradiated (sham) samples 100 cells were platted per well, while for the irradiated cell samples 

200 cells were reseeded per well. For each sample, cells were re-seeded into wells of two to three 

12 well plates, depending on the determined cell concentration.  

12 well plates with seeded cells were incubated at 37°C until cells have formed sufficiently large 

colonies, which consist of at least 50 cells (Franken et al., 2006). CHO-K1 cells formed colonies 

already after 5 days. On fifth day after irradiation medium was removed from the wells and cells 

were rinsed once with PBS (D8537, Sigma-Aldrich,). In the next step, cells were fixed with 

methanol (CP43.2, Carl Roth) for 5 minutes and stained with 0.1% crystal violet (from clinical 

pharmacy) for 2 minutes. Plates were washed with water and then left for drying at room 

temperature. The counting of stained colonies was performed by an automatic counting bioreader 

(BIO-SYS GmbH). Colonies consisting of 50 or more cells were counted. After this the plating 

efficiency (PE) and surviving fraction (S) were determined.  
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2.6.1. Statistical analysis of cell survival  

The PE of a replicate (𝑃𝐸𝑖) can be calculated as a ratio of the number of counted colonies and the 

number of cells seeded per well:  

 𝑃𝐸𝑖 =  
𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙

𝑁𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑
⁄                                                                                                             Eq. 2.1                                                       

where Nseed is the number of cells seeded per well (𝑁𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑/𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 *  𝑁𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙) and 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑙 the total number 

of colonies in all seeded wells, 𝑁𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙. 

The plating efficiency of a data point ( PE ) can be calculated as:  

 PE = 
1

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑝
 ∑ 𝑃𝐸𝑖

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑝

𝑖
                                                                                                              Eq. 2.2 

with Nrep as the number of replicates and ΔPE = t (Nrep) •  
𝑆𝐷(𝑃𝐸𝑖)

√𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑝
                                          Eq. 2.3 

as the standard error of the mean PE. 

 

The cell survival, S, of irradiated cells was calculated as the relative PE  taking into account the 

PE of control cells, PE0 : 

 S = PE / PE0                                                                                                                      Eq. 2.4 

Performing the clonogenic cell survival assay, different errors due to cell handling can occur. 

Therefore, the cell survival is assumed to be normally distributed within a confidence interval of 

68%. The uncertainty for the cell survival was calculated using the Gaussian error propagation: 

 ΔS = S √(
𝛥𝑃𝐸

𝑃𝐸
)2 + (

∆𝑃𝐸0

𝑃𝐸0
)2                                                                                                      Eq. 2.5 

If the errors from different experiments or beam times are similar the mean value for cell survival 

can be calculated: 

 

 S = ∑ 𝑆𝐸𝑥𝑝
𝑁𝐸𝑥𝑝

Exp=1                                                                                                      Eq. 2.6 
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whereas the error for the mean cell survival ΔS, was calculated using the Gaussian error 

propagation: 

 

 ΔS= √
1

𝑁𝐸𝑥𝑝
∑ (𝛥𝑆𝐸𝑥𝑝)²

𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝

Exp=1                                                                                                    Eq. 2.7 

 

Averaged cell survival after X-ray irradiations and particle irradiations was calculated from two 

data sets from two different beam times. Graphs represent mean cell survival ± SD (standard 

error). The statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism7 software and statistical 

significance was evaluated using the two-tailed Student`s t-test for unpaired samples (*p value ≤ 

0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, *** ≤ 0.001).  

 

2.6.2. RBE calculation for cell survival 

The dose response curve of X-ray irradiation was used in order to evaluate RBE for cell survival 

after irradiation with protons, lithium and carbon ions. The definition of the RBE is the ratio of 

the dose of reference radiation and the applied dose of a test radiation quality necessary to induce 

the same effect (cf. equation 1.5).  

The X-ray dose response curve for cell survival S(D) can be described by Eq. 1.1.  

The linear quadratic coefficients α, β and the corresponding error and covariance were evaluated 

from the fit to the data points.  

The equivalent dose of the reference radiation was determined by inverting the fitted dose effect 

curve: 

 D(S) = 
−𝛼+ √𝛼²−4𝛽 ln𝑆

2𝛽
                                                                                                             Eq. 2.8 

The error determination of the equivalent dose, ∆𝛼,𝛽𝐷, was calculated as: 

  (∆𝛼,𝛽𝐷)
2

= (
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝛼
∆𝛼)

2

+ (
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝛽
∆𝛽)

2

+ (
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑆
∆𝑆)

2

+ 2
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝛽
cov(𝛼, 𝛽)                                  Eq. 2.9
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3. Results 

3.1. Hit statistics 

In a first step, the frequency for hitting a cell nucleus using different grid pattern was determined, 

since the microbeam irradiation in this work was performed sequentially in a regular pattern. For 

the evaluation of the hit probability for the particle irradiation using the microbeam, the nuclear 

area of the cells was of special importance. The nuclear size distribution of CHO-K1 cells 

measured from 128 cell nuclei is shown in Figure 3.1. The nuclear area had a mean value of (67.6 

± 2.2) µm² and a standard deviation of the distribution was 24.8 µm² (Friedrich et al., Submitted). 

Assuming that the cell nucleus is geometrically formed as a circle with the measured area, the 

corresponding diameter was 9.28 µm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The distribution of number of hits per cell nucleus was determined by Monte Carlo simulation and 

the results are shown in Figure 3.2. For the smallest grid size used in our irradiation experiments 

(3.82 x 3.82) µm² on average about 4.6 spots were applied to a cell nucleus. The exposure to the 

(5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid or to the (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grid resulted in a mean number of 2.3 or 1.2 hits per 

cell nucleus. The evaluated probability for the (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grid for unhit cells was 12 %, 

Figure 3.1: Nuclear size distribution of CHO-K1 cells measured from 128 

cells. 
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whereas for the largest grid (10.8 x 10.8) µm² on average only 0.58 spots hit a cell nucleus and 

this irradiation grid pattern resulted in 44% of unhit cells.  

 

 

 

Table 3.1 gives an overview of all used grid patterns with corresponding number of particles 

applied per point (ppp), the calculated average number of hits per cell nucleus and the percentage 

of unhit cells for each grid pattern.  

The resulting hit statistics are essential data for all investigated end points in this work, thus this 

data have to be considered for the interpretation of the targeted effects of the microbeam 

irradiation. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Distribution of number of hits for CHO- K1 cells using different grid pattern 

for the microbeam particle irradiation experiments at SNAKE. 
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Table 3.1: Overview of grid pattern used in the microbeam irradiation experiments at SNAKE with 

corresponding hit statistics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Analysis of DNA DSB repair after microbeam particle irradiation at SNAKE 

3.2.1. Immunofluorescence staining of γ-H2AX  

Qualitative verification of the radiation induced DNA damage within cell nuclei was performed by 

the immunofluorescence staining of DNA DSBs using the antibody against phosphorylated H2AX 

(Friedrich et al., Submitted). Figure 3.3 shows immunofluorescence staining of the γ-H2AX foci 

pattern after proton irradiation with a mean dose of 1.7 Gy obtained 30 minutes post-irradiation. 

CHO-K1 cells shown in Figure 3.3 (a) were exposed to a homogeneous proton irradiation, and the 

obtained γ-H2AX foci pattern was randomly distributed within the cell nuclei. The γ-H2AX foci 

pattern shown in Figure 3.3 (b, c, d) represents the DNA DSB distribution after exposure to 

Ion species Grid pattern (µm
2
) 

Av. # spots/ 

nucleus 
% of unhit cell nuclei 

20 MeV protons 

LET = (2.66±0.13) 

keV/µm 

random - 0 

5.4 x 5.4 2.32±0.08 0.29 

7.6 x 7.6 1.16±0.04 12.2 

10.8 x 10.8 0.58±0.02 44.4 

33 MeV lithium ions 

LET = (81±8) keV/µm 

random - 0 

3.82 x 3.82 4.63±0.16 0 

5.4 x 5.4 2.32±0.08 0.29 

7.6 x 7.6 1.16±0.04 12.2 

10.8 x 10.8 0.58±0.02 44.4 

55 MeV carbon ions 

LET = (338±34) 

keV/µm 

5.4 x 5.4 2.32±0.08 0.29 

7.6 x 7.6 1.19±0.04 12.2 

10.7 x 10.7 0.60±0.02 44.4 
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protons focused to spots of three different grid patterns. Figure 3.3 (b) represents the γ-H2AX foci 

pattern obtained after focusing 117 protons to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid. Here, the γ-H2AX 

foci within a cell nucleus were localized to irradiation spots and a similar damage pattern was 

observed also after irradiation using wider grids (cf. Figure 3.3 c- d). The size of the localized 

DNA damage spots increased slightly with increasing the number of focused protons per spot. The 

DNA DSB pattern as shown by γ-H2AX staining reflected qualitatively the irradiation pattern 

using different spot applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: CHO-K 1 cells after immunofluorescence staining of γ-H2AX 30 minutes 

after irradiation with an average dose of 1.7 Gy (scale bar: 10 µm): a) γ-H2AX foci pattern 

from 20 MeV protons applied quasi homogeneously, b) γ-H2AX foci pattern from 117 

protons focused to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid, c) γ-H2AX foci pattern from 234 

protons focused to spots of the (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grid and d) γ-H2AX foci from 468 protons 

focused to spots of  the (10.8 x 10.8) µm² grid. 
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3.2.1.1. Flow cytometric analysis of γ-H2AX repair kinetics 

High LET radiation is densely ionizing radiation, which induces multiple DSBs in close proximity 

along the ion track. These enhanced local densities of DSBs induced after irradiation with heavy 

ions make the analysis of γ-H2AX repair by foci counting impossible. In order to quantify the γ-

H2AX repair kinetics after irradiation with protons and carbon ions, a more appropriate kind of 

analysis has been chosen, namely flow cytometric measurement of the mean γ-H2AX fluorescence 

intensity (FI). To analyze DSB repair in cells after homogeneous and focused proton irradiation, 

the γ-H2AX mean FI was measured 6 and 12 hours after irradiation. For the cell irradiation with 

carbon ions the full γ-H2AX repair kinetics at six different time points was assessed. 

 

3.2.1.2. Effects of focused low LET proton irradiation on γ-H2AX repair kinetics 

CHO-K1 cells were irradiated either with homogeneously applied protons or with protons focused 

to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid. In both irradiation cases a mean dose of 3.4 Gy was used. The 

γ-H2AX FI was measured in unirradiated (sham) and irradiated cells, 6 and 12 hours post-

irradiation. For each radiation mode four technical replicates were measured.  

Figure 3.4 shows the mean γ-H2AX FI measured in irradiated cells which was normalized to the 

background expression of γ-H2AX obtained from unirradiated cells. A time-dependent reduction 

of the mean γ-H2AX FI could be observed after cell irradiation with random and focused protons. 

For both irradiation modalities less γ-H2AX FI was detected 12 hours after irradiation than after 6 

hours (p-value < 0.0001). 
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To further elucidate the effects of the focused proton irradiation in comparison to a homogeneous 

irradiation, the ratio of the mean FI between these two irradiation modalities was evaluated as 

shown in Figure 3.5. The residual mean γ-H2AX FI measured 6 hours after irradiation with 

focused protons was 11% higher (p-value = 0.0122) as compared to homogeneous proton 

irradiation. The difference in loss of γ-H2AX between focused and random proton irradiation 

became even more pronounced with time. The residual mean γ-H2AX FI measured in cells 12 

hours after focused proton irradiation was 28% higher (p-value = 0.0008) than the residual mean 

γ-H2AX FI in cells after homogeneous proton irradiation.  
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Figure 3.4: The mean γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity (FI) relative to the unirradiated 

samples measured 6 and 12 hours after exposure to homogeneous and focused proton 

irradiation using a mean radiation dose of 3.4 Gy. Error bars for the data points represent the 

standard error of the mean (SEM) of four technical repeats. Significance: ***p≤0.001. 
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3.2.1.3. Effects of high LET carbon ion irradiation on γ-H2AX repair kinetics 

A similar experiment was performed with high LET carbon ions using the same mean dose of 3.4 

Gy as for proton irradiation. Two carbon ions per point were applied to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) 

µm² grid and cells were fixed at six different time points after irradiation, from 15 minutes to 24 

hours. For each time point at least three replicates were measured from which a mean value was 

calculated. The background mean γ-H2AX FI measured in unirradiated cell samples was 

subtracted from the irradiated cell samples. Figure 3.6 displays the mean γ-H2AX FI measured in 

cells over time after focused carbon ion irradiation. A time-dependent reduction of the mean γ-

H2AX FI could be observed. The mean γ-H2AX FI measured 24 hours after irradiation with 

carbon ions was still detectable. The relative mean γ-H2AX FI measured 6 and 12 hours after 

focused carbon ion irradiation was much higher as compared to the focused proton irradiation as 

shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.5: The ratio of the mean γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity (FI) measured in cells 

6 and 12 h after focused and homogeneous proton irradiation using a mean radiation 

dose of 3.4 Gy. Error bars for the data points represent SEM of four technical repeats. 

Significance: *p -value ≤0.05; ***p≤0.001. 
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In order to describe quantitatively the fluorescence intensity reduction of γ-H2AX with time, the 

following bi-exponential equation has been chosen: 

𝐼(𝑡) = [𝑟 ∙ exp (−
𝑡−15 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜏1
) + (1 − 𝑟) ∙ exp (−

𝑡−15 𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜏2
)]                                                 Eq. 3.1 

 

The γ-H2AX FI reduction is a two phase decay process, with two different constant rates: the slow 

repair kinetics, which is linked to the repair of complex DNA damage and fast repair kinetics 

related to simple DNA damage. Correspondingly, r represents the amount of simpler damage with 

its decay rate τ1, whereas (1-r) represents the more complex damage with a decay rate τ2. The data 

shown in Figure 3.6 were normalized to the maximum FI found to be reached 15 min after 

irradiation in CHO-K1 cells and biphasic repair kinetics of CHO-K1 cells after irradiation with 

carbon ions is shown in Figure 3.7. The evaluated value for τ1 and τ2 was (9.8 ± 0.8) h and (3 ± 

51) 10
6
 h, respectively. The calculated decay rate representing the slow repair τ2 is very high.  
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Figure 3.6: Relative mean γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity (FI) measured in CHO-K1 

cells at different time points after carbon ion irradiation with a mean dose of 3.4 Gy. Error 

bars for the data points represent SEM of three technical repeats. 
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3.3. Analysis of radiation induced apoptosis by flow cytometric measurement of Caspase 

3/7 activity 

A further question to be assessed in this work is weather changing spatial dose distribution by 

focusing protons affects apoptosis induction. Focused proton application was compared to 

homogeneous proton and carbon ion irradiation. In order to investigate apoptosis induction in 

CHO-K1 cells the activation of caspase 3/7 following irradiation was measured using flow 

cytometry.  

Flow cytometric investigation of apoptotic cells was carried out by measuring the percentage of 

cells containing activated caspase 3/7 in their cytoplasm. The assay works with non-fixed cells, 

therefore the analysis of caspase 3/7 activity can be combined with live/dead cell staining dye 

SYTOX, which is incorporated into the DNA of dead cells. This allows a clear distinction of 

apoptotic cells from dead cells. 

 

Figure 3.7: γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity measured after carbon ion radiation over time 

relating to 15 min post radiation with a mean dose of 3.4 Gy. The data points are fitted by a 

bi-exponential decrease function with one fast and one slow repair component. Error bars 

for the data points represent SEM of three technical repeats. 
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3.3.1. Measurement of Caspase 3/7 activity after X-ray irradiation  

The percentage of caspase 3/7 positive cells, SYTOX positive cells and cells positive for both 

caspase 3/7 and SYTOX (double positive) was evaluated 24 and 48 hours after irradiation with 3.4 

Gy and 5.1 Gy of 200 kV X-rays. The radiation dose for the microbeam irradiation at SNAKE was 

limited due to technical properties of the microbeam to 3.4 Gy for protons and 5.1 Gy for carbon 

ions. Therefore, the same radiation doses were also used in the experiments with X-rays in order 

to compare the effects of different radiation qualities at the same radiation dose. 

The data from the X-ray irradiation are presented in Figure 3.8. For both examined time points the 

percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double positive and SYTOX positive cells was evaluated in the 

unirradiated cell samples (sham). The rate of caspase 3/7 positive cells did not change with 

incubation time. However, the percentage of double positive cells measured after 48 hours 

increased from 2.2 % to 7 % (p-value = 0.0038). 
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Figure 3.8: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) positive 

and SYTOX positive cells 24 and 48 hours after irradiation with 3.4 and 5.1 Gy of 200 kV 

X-Rays. Sham cell samples were used as negative control without radiation treatment. 

Error bars for the data points represent SEM of two independent experiments. Significance: 

**p≤0.01. 
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In order to elucidate solely the radiation effects on apoptosis induction in CHO-K1 cells, the 

evaluated apoptotic rate from the unirradiated cell samples was subtracted from the irradiated cell 

samples.  

The relative percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, SYTOX positive and double positive cells for both 

examined time points after irradiation with X-rays are shown in Figure 3.9. After irradiation with 

3.4 Gy of X-rays, there was no difference in the apoptotic rate with regard to the incubation time. 

For both time points about 2.3 % of caspase 3/7 positive and double positive cells were measured. 

When increasing the radiation dose to 5.1 Gy, the percentage of caspase 3/7 positive cells 

measured at 24 and 48 hours after irradiation increased to 5.4 % (p-value = 0.0125) and 5.7 % (p-

value = 0.0842), respectively. The percentage of double positive cells changed only 48 hours after 

irradiation with 5.1 Gy, as the percentage of double positive cells increased from 2.4% to 6.8% (p-

value = 0.0392). SYTOX positive cells were almost not detectable throughout the experiment. 
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Figure 3.9: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) 

positive and SYTOX positive cells relative to unirradiated cell samples 24 and 48 hours 

after irradiation with 3.4 and 5.1 Gy of 200 kV X-Rays. Error bars for the data points 

represent SEM of two independent experiments. Significance: *p -value ≤0.05. 
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3.3.2. Measurement of Caspase 3/7 activity after irradiation with 20 MeV protons 

CHO-K1 cells were irradiated with 20 MeV protons, which were applied either homogeneously or 

focused using three different combinations of grid patterns. The mean dose used for all four 

irradiation modalities in the experiment was 3.4 Gy. The flow cytometric analysis of apoptosis 

induction in cells was measured 24 hours after irradiation. The obtained data from the proton 

irradiation are shown in Figure 3.10. In unirradiated cells 4% of caspase 3/7 positive and roughly 

20 % of double positive cells were measured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The caspase values for unirradiated cells were subtracted from those obtained from the irradiated 

cell samples in order to obtain relative values for each irradiation modality as shown in Figure 

3.11. After exposure of CHO-K1 cells to homogeneous proton irradiation the percentage of 

caspase 3/7 positive cells increased by ~ 4 % as compared to the unirradiated cells. However, no 

increase in the percentage of double positive cells was seen. After focused proton irradiation using 

three different grid patterns the percentage of double positive cells increased to 5.1 % (5.4 x 5.4) 
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Figure 3.10: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) positive 

and SYTOX positive cells evaluated 24 hours after irradiation with homogeneous or focused 

20 MeV protons (by focusing 234, 468, 936 protons in the (5.4 x 5.4), (7.6 x 7.6) and (10.8 x 

10.8) µm² grid). For all irradiation modalities a mean dose of 3.4 Gy was used. Sham cell 

samples were used as negative control without radiation treatment. Error bars for the data 

points represent SEM of five technical replicates. 
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(p-value = 0.034), 6.2% (7.6 x 7.6) (p-value = 0.0082) and to 1.3% (10.8 x 10.8) (p-value = 0.851) 

as compared to random proton irradiation. The highest percentage of double positive cells was 

measured after focused proton irradiation using the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² and (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grids. 

There was no difference when comparing the effect of the focused proton irradiation to random 

irradiation considering only the caspase 3/7 positive cell population. The percentage of double 

positive cells after irradiation with 468 protons focused to spots of the (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grid 

remained almost unchanged in comparison with the narrower grid. Using the widest grid with 

(10.8 x 10.8) µm² for cell irradiation the evaluated apoptotic rate showed a decreasing tendency as 

compared to both narrower grids. The percentage of SYTOX positive cells in all measured cell 

samples was below 1%.  
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Figure 3.11: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) 

positive and SYTOX positive cells relative to unirradiated cell samples 24 hours after 

irradiation with 20 MeV protons, applied either randomly or by focusing protons in the 

(5.4 x 5.4), (7.6 x 7.6) and (10.8 x 10.8) µm² grid. For all irradiation modalities a mean 

dose of 3.4 Gy was used. Error bars for the data points represent SEM of five technical 

replicates. Significance: *p -value ≤0.05, **p≤0.01. 
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3.3.3. Measurement of Caspase 3/7 activity after irradiation with 55 MeV carbon ions 

Caspase 3/7 activity was analyzed in cells after exposure to carbon ion radiation in order to 

compare the effects of homogeneous and focused proton irradiation with high LET radiation 

effects. Two and three carbon ions were applied to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid, resulting in a 

mean radiation dose of 3.4 Gy and 5.1 Gy. About 4% caspase 3/7 positive and about 9% double 

positive cells were evaluated in the unirradiated cell samples as shown in Figure 3.12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 presents caspase 3/7 data of irradiated samples relative to their unirradiated matched 

samples. Cell irradiation with two carbon ions per point and a mean dose of 3.4 Gy resulted in 3.3 

% caspase 3/7 positive, and 12.2 % double positive cells. Increasing the radiation dose to 5.1 Gy 

did not show a change in the percentage of caspase 3/7 positive cells, whereas the percentage of 

double positive cells decreased to 5.8 % (p-value = 0.0236). For both radiation doses no 

significant change in the percentage of SYTOX positive cells could be observed. 
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Figure 3.12: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) positive 

and SYTOX positive cells evaluated 24 hours after irradiation with 55 MeV carbon ions, 

applied by focusing two or three carbon ions in the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid using a mean dose 

of 3.4 Gy or 5.1 Gy. Sham cell samples were used as negative control without radiation 

treatment. Error bars for the data points represent SEM of two independent experiments. 
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3.3.4. Comparison of measured apoptosis induction using different radiation qualities 

Figure 3.14 shows caspase 3/7 results evaluated 24 hours after irradiation with a mean dose of 3.4 

Gy X-rays, 20 MeV protons (applied either randomly or focused), and focused 55 MeV carbon 

ions. The results were normalized to the corresponding sham background values obtained in each 

irradiation experiment. Using radiation qualities with various LET values, significant differences 

in the percentage of double positive cells only could be observed. A higher frequency of double 

positive cells was measured after focused proton (6.2 %) (p-value = 0.0034) and carbon ion 

irradiation (12.2 %) (p-value = 0.0002) as compared to random proton irradiation (1.1%). 

However, the percentage of double positive cells after high LET carbon ion irradiation was 

significantly higher as compared to focused proton irradiation (p-value = 0.0106). 
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Figure 3.13: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) 

positive and SYTOX positive cells relative to the unirradiated cells 24 hours after 

irradiation with 55 MeV carbon ions, applied by focusing two or three carbon ions in a 

5.4 x 5.4 grid using a mean dose of 3.4 Gy or 5.1 Gy. Error bars for the data points 

represent SEM of two independent experiments. Significance: *p ≤0.05. 
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3.4. Clonogenic cell survival 

One of the most important biological end points used in radiobiological research is clonogenic cell 

survival. This assay describes the relation between the radiation dose and the fraction of cells that 

survive the radiation treatment. In the following section the cell survival data after particle 

irradiation using the microbeam at SNAKE as well as the data obtained from the reference 

radiation with X-rays are presented. Microbeam irradiation was performed using protons, lithium 

ions and carbon ions. Cells were exposed to a random particle irradiation or to a grid-like 

irradiation pattern where a certain number of particles were focused to spots in cell nuclei. The 

varying patterns were used to assess the influence of the different spatial dose distribution on the 

RBE, with respect to the clonogenic cell survival. The measured cell survival was compared with 

the model predictions obtained using the biophysical local effect model (LEM)(Friedrich et al., 

Submitted). 
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Figure 3.14: Percentage of caspase 3/7 positive, double (caspase 3/7 and SYTOX) positive 

and SYTOX positive cells relative to the unirradiated cells 24 hours after irradiation with 200 

kV X-rays, 20 MeV protons (applied randomly and focused) and focused 55 MeV carbon 

ions, using a mean dose of 3.4 Gy. Error bars for the data points represent SEM of either two 

independent experiments (X-ray and carbon ion irradiation) or five technical repeats (proton 

irradiation). Significance: * p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001. 
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3.4.1. Dose response curve with X- rays 

In order to characterize the radiation sensitivity of CHO-K1 cells, the dose-response curves using 

200 kV X-rays were generated. The dose-response curve with X-rays was used as a reference 

irradiation type in this work for the calculation of the RBE. Furthermore, the dose-response 

coefficients were used as input parameters for the calculation of the LEM predictions. Figure 3.15 

shows the survival fraction of CHO-K1 cells, evaluated after exposure of cells to doses from 0.5 

Gy to 8 Gy obtained from two independent experiments from different beam times. From each 

experiment at least 3 replicates were measured for the same radiation dose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Cell survival curves of CHO-K1 cells obtained after exposure to different X-

ray doses in two independent experiments (red and blue data points) from at least three 

replicates. A common linear quadratic fit curve derived from mean linear quadratic 

parameters is marked by a dashed line. 
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The data of replicates from two experiments were fitted individually using a second degree 

polynomial equation (cf. Eq. 1.4). The linear quadratic coefficients, α, β and covariance were 

determined from each experiment (Table 3.2). The calculated linear quadratic parameters were 

averaged and mean values α = 0.1559 ± 0.0449 Gy
-1

, β = 0.02347 ± 0.00552 Gy
-2

, cov (α, β) = - 

0,000238192 Gy
-3 

were later used for the calculation of the RBE and LEM predictions. 

 

Table 3.2: Calculated linear-quadratic parameters of the dose- response cell survival curve for CHO-

K1 cells. 

 

3.4.2. Microbeam particle irradiation at SNAKE 

Clonogenic cell survival experiments were performed with low LET 20 MeV protons (LET= 2.66 

keV/µm), intermediate LET 33 MeV lithium ions (LET= 81 keV/µm) and high LET 55 MeV 

carbon ions (LET=338 keV/µm). Since these three particles differ in their LET, the entire range 

from low- to high LET radiation has been covered. CHO-K1 cells were exposed at SNAKE either 

to a homogeneous particle irradiation or to a grid-like irradiation pattern, where at each spot a 

certain number of particles were focused to a spot size of about (0.6 x 1.2) µm². Several variations 

of grid patterns were chosen with a different number of particles applied per point (ppp), while 

maintaining a mean dose of ~1.7 Gy in all irradiation modalities. The mean dose was the same in 

all irradiation cases, however the spatial distribution of DSBs was varied. Table 3.3 gives an 

overview of the grid patterns used for particle irradiation with their corresponding LET, number of 

particles applied per spot and the applied dose to the cell nucleus. 

 Exp 1 Exp 2 
Averaged values                 

Exp 1 and Exp 2 

α 0.190535 ± 0.0600058  Gy
-1

 0.121315± 0.0668485 Gy
-1

 0.15592 ± 0.044915  Gy
-1

 

β 0.016126 ± 0.0073737  Gy
-2

 0.030833 ± 0.008214 Gy
-2

 0.02347 ± 0.005519 Gy
-2

 

cov (α,β) -0.000425139  Gy
-3

 -0.000527629  Gy
-3

 -0.000238192  Gy
-3

 

cor ( α,β) -0.960832 -0.960832 -0.960832 
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Table 3.3: Overview of grid pattern used in the microbeam irradiation experiments at SNAKE with 

detailed information on the number of particles per point (ppp), spot LET and the applied dose to the 

cell nucleus. 

 

Ion species 
Grid pattern 

(µm
2
) 

Particles per 

point (ppp) 

Spot LET 

(keV/µm) 

Dose to nucleus 

(Gy) 

20 MeV protons 

LET = (2.66±0.13) keV/µm 

random - - 1.70±0.09 

5.4 x 5.4 117 311±16 1.71±0.09 

7.6 x 7.6 234 621±31 1.71±0.09 

10.8 x 10.8 468 1242±62 1.71±0.09 

33 MeV lithium ions 

LET = (81±8) keV/µm 

random - - 1.70±0.17 

3.82 x 3.82 2 161±16 1.77±0.18 

5.4 x 5.4 4 322±32 1.77±0.18 

7.6 x 7.6 8 645±65 1.77±0.18 

10.8 x 10.8 16 1290±130 1.77±0.18 

55 MeV carbon ions 

LET = (338±34) keV/µm 

5.4 x 5.4 1 338±34 1.86±0.19 

7.6 x 7.6 2 676±68 1.90±0.19 

10.7 x 10.7 4 1353±135 1.91±0.19 

 

3.4.2.1. Proton irradiation 

Figure 3.16 represents cell survival after irradiation with protons applied either homogeneously or 

by focusing a certain number of protons to sub-micrometer spots. Here, the cell survival is plotted 

against the spot LET, i.e. the sum of the LET of all particles within a microbeam spot. The data 

points are the mean values from two independently performed experiments from different beam 

times. For each irradiation modality at least nine replicates were measured.  

Cell exposure to a mean dose of 1.7 Gy of homogenously applied protons resulted in 75 % cell 

survival. After focusing 117 protons to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid, the cell survival rate was 

significantly reduced to 39 % (p-value ≤0.0001). For focused proton irradiation using wider grids 

(7.6 x 7.6) µm² and (10.8 x 10.8) µm² the cell survival remained almost unchanged with 41 % and 

42 % with respect to the narrow grid, (5.4 x 5.4) µm². The decrease in cell survival was significant 

for both wide grids in comparison to homogeneous proton irradiation (p-value ≤0.0001). 
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3.4.2.2. Lithium ion irradiation 

The cell survival data obtained after irradiation with lithium ions applied either randomly or 

focused to microbeam spots using four different grid patterns resulting in a mean dose of 1.7 Gy 

are shown in Figure 3.17. The mean values were calculated from two beam times, each with at 

least eight replicates, except for the widest grid, which has been measured only in one beam time 

with five replicates. The cell survival measured for the randomly distributed lithium irradiation 

was 19 %. An additional narrow grid pattern (3.82 x 3.82) µm² grid was used for cell irradiation 

with lithium ions, with two lithium ions applied per point. Focusing of two lithium ions in the 

(3.82 x 3.82) µm² grid resulted in a significantly decreased cell survival with 11 % (p-value 

≤0.0001) as compared to the random lithium ion irradiation. A significant decrease in cell survival 

of 9 % (p-value ≤0.0001) was also shown for the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid with four lithium ions per 

point. Using the (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grid with 8 lithium ions per spot, the cell survival was 12 % (p-

value ≤0.0001). The exposure of cells to 16 lithium ions per point in the (10.8 x 10.8) µm² grid 
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Figure 3.16: Cell survival of CHO-K1 cells after exposure to 20 MeV protons applied 

either randomly or focused using different grid-like pattern (with pattern width of 5.4 

µm, 7.6 µm and 10.8 µm). A mean dose of 1.7 Gy was used for all irradiation 

modalities. Data points represent mean values from two independently performed 

experiments. Significance: ***p≤0.001 
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resulted in an increased cell survival of 28 % as compared to narrow grids and to random lithium 

irradiation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.2.3. Carbon ion irradiation 

As in the case of proton and lithium irradiation the mean values for cell survival after carbon ion 

irradiation were calculated from two experiments, which were performed in different beam times. 

The cell survival measured in CHO-K1 cells after carbon ion irradiation is shown in Figure 3.18. 

11 % of the cells survived the exposure to a mean dose of 1.7 Gy after focusing one carbon ion to 

spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid. For the cell irradiation using spot application with two carbon 

ions focused to spots of the (7.6 x 7.6) µm² grid the evaluated cell survival increased significantly 

to 17 % (p-value ≤0.0001). The cell survival rate for the widest grid with four carbon ions per spot 

increased further to 39 % (p-value ≤0.0001). 
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Figure 3.17: Cell survival of CHO-K1 cells after exposure to 33 MeV lithium ions applied 

either randomly or focused using different grid-like pattern (with pattern width of 3.8 µm, 

5.4 µm, 7.6 µm and 10.8 µm). A mean dose of approximately 1.7 Gy was used for all 

irradiation modalities. Data points represent mean values from two independently 

performed experiments except for the (10.8 x 10.8) µm² grid. Significance: ***p≤0.001 
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3.4.2.4. Determination of the RBE for cell survival 

The cell survival data from the irradiation with protons, lithium ions and carbon ions obtained 

from different beam times were averaged in order to calculate the RBE. The pooling of the 

survival data from different beam times was justified, since all culture and irradiation conditions 

were comparable in the independent experiments. The cell survival data from the reference 

radiation with 200 kV X-rays were fitted with a linear-quadratic model and the evaluated linear 

quadratic coefficients as shown in Table 3.2 were used in order to calculate the equivalent dose of 

the reference radiation, which is needed to induce the same level of cell killing as the radiation 

dose of 1.7 Gy from the particle irradiation. The resulting equivalent doses of X-ray irradiation 

and the calculated RBE values for cell survival after particle irradiation are summarized in Table 

3.4. 
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Figure 3.18: Cell survival of CHO-K1 cells after exposure to 55 MeV carbon ions 

applied focused using different grid-like pattern (with pattern width of 5.4 µm, 7.6 µm 

and 10.7 µm). A mean dose of approximately 1.7 Gy was used for all irradiation 

modalities. Data points represent mean values from two independently performed 

experiments. Significance: ***p≤0.001 
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Table 3.4: Calculated cell survival, equivalent dose of the reference radiation and RBE values for the 

microbeam particle radiation at SNAKE. 

 

Ion species 
Grid 

pattern(µm
2
) 

Dose (Gy) Survival 
Equivalent 

dose, Dreference 
RBE 

20 MeV protons 

LET = (2.66 ± 0.13) 

keV/µm 

random 1.70 ± 0.09 0.75 ± 0.09 1.52 ± 0.53 0.90 ± 0.32 

5.4 x 5.4 1.71 ± 0.09 0.39 ± 0.04 3.86 ± 0.42 2.27 ± 0.29 

7.6 x 7.6 1.71 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.05 3.71 ± 0.42 2.18 ± 0.29 

10.8 x 10.8 1.71 ± 0.09 0.42 ± 0.05 3.58 ± 0.42 2.11 ± 0.29 

33 MeV Li ions 

LET = (81±8) 

keV/µm 

random 1.70 ± 0.17 0.19 ± 0.02 5.72 ± 0.31 3.37 ± 0.25 

3.82 x 3.82 1.77 ± 0.18 0.11 ± 0.01 6.92 ± 0.32 4.07 ± 0.28 

5.4 x 5.4 1.77 ± 0.18 0.09 ± 0.01 7.29 ± 0.26 4.29 ± 0.27 

7.6 x 7.6 1.77 ± 0.18 0.12 ± 0.01 6.80 ± 0.28 3.99 ± 0.26 

10.8 x 10.8 1.77 ± 0.18 0.28 ± 0.04 4.74 ± 0.47 2.79 ± 0.31 

55 MeV C ions 

LET = (338±34) 

keV/µm 

5.4 x 5.4 1.86 ± 0.19 0.11 ± 0.01 6.98 ± 0.28 4.11 ± 0.49 

7.6 x 7.6 1.90 ± 0.19 0.17 ± 0.01 6.00 ± 0.28 3.53 ± 0.43 

10.7 x 10.7 1.91 ± 0.19 0.39 ± 0.03 3.84 ± 0.37 2.26 ± 0.33 

 

Figure 3.19 represents the RBE for cell survival after random or focused particle irradiation at 

SNAKE. The RBE values for 20 MeV protons, 33 MeV lithium ions and 55 MeV carbon ions 

were evaluated according to the Eq. 1.5 as the ratio between the equivalent dose of the reference 

radiation with X-rays (Dreference) and the dose of 1.7 Gy from the irradiation with charged particles 

(Dtest).  

The RBE for random proton irradiation was 0.90 ± 0.32 and it increased significantly to 2.27 ± 

0.29 (p-value ≤0.0001) after focusing 117 protons to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid. For wider 

grids, (7.6 x 7.6) µm² and (10.8 x 10.8) µm², the RBE was significantly increased to 2.18 ± 0.29 

and 2.11 ± 0.29 (p-value ≤0.0001), respectively. 

For the cell irradiation with randomly applied lithium ions a RBE of 3.37 ± 0.25 was calculated. 

For focused lithium irradiation in narrow grids (3.82 x 3.82) µm² and (5.4 x 5.4) µm² the RBE 

increased significantly to 4.07 ± 0.28 and 4.29 ± 0.27 (p-value ≤0.0001), respectively. However, 

the RBE value calculated for wider grids (7.6 x 7.6) µm² and (10.8 x 10.8) µm² decreased to 3.99 

± 0.26 and 2.8 ± 0.3, respectively. 
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The irradiation of cells with one carbon ion focused to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid resulted in 

a RBE of 4.11 ± 0.49, whereas focusing of two and four carbon ions led to a decreased RBE of 

3.53 ± 0.43 and 2.26 ± 0.33, respectively. 

The calculated RBE value for the irradiation with carbon ions focused to spots of the (5.4 x 5.4) 

µm² grid was significantly higher as compared to focused proton irradiation (p-value ≤0.0001) 

using the same radiation dose and the same grid pattern. However, the RBE for focused carbon ion 

irradiation did not differ significantly from the RBE calculated from the focused lithium 

irradiation (p-value ≤0.3411). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.2.5. LEM prediction in comparison to experimental data  

The experimental cell survival data were accompanied with predictions obtained using the LEM 

model in order to gain a better theoretic understanding of the importance of the relevant spatial 

scales of DNA damage for the cell survival. The LEM calculations were performed by our 

collaborators Dr. Michael Scholz and Dr. Thomas Friedrich from the Department of Biophysics at 
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Figure 3.19: RBE values for cell survival after exposure to randomly and focused applied 

protons (red data points) and lithium ions (blue dots) in comparison to focused carbon ion 

radiation (black dots). Significance: ***p≤0.001 
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GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt. The LEM model is used as a therapy 

planning prediction model to calculate the required equivalent doses when using heavy ions for 

therapy treatment, e.g. radiotherapy with carbon ions.  

The modelling calculations using the LEM were performed in a predictive way, independently 

from the experimental performance and the outcome. For the quantification of the DNA damage 

complexity different spatial scales of the DNA damage (nm and µm) were implemented in LEM 

as described in detail in Section 1.5. These scales are hypothesized to be relevant for the cell 

survival after irradiation. The calculations for the local effect probability have been based on the 

reference data obtained from the X-ray irradiation. As input information the LEM used the 

coefficients (α and β) obtained from the dose response curve with X-rays and the experimental 

restrictions such as type of the particle, energy, LET, spot beam sizes. The adaptation of the LEM 

model to the experimental conditions of this work was carried out by an implementation of the 2D 

Gaussian beam spots of a specified number of ions delivered to the cell nuclei. The geometric 

parameters as evaluated from the nuclear size distribution as shown in Figure 3.1 were considered 

in the LEM calculations in order to calculate the overall cell survival.  

Figure 3.20 represents the modelling results along with the experimental cell survival data. A good 

agreement can be observed between the experimental cell survival data and predictive simulation 

data (Friedrich et al., Submitted).  
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Figure 3.20: Cell survival versus the product of the LET and particles per point obtained 

from experimental measurements (closed symbols) and LEM model simulations (open 

symbols) in comparison for protons (red), lithium ions (blue) and carbon ions (black). For 

better visibility, the LEM prediction data points are shifted about 30 keV/µm to the left. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Increased RBE for cell survival after focused particle irradiation 

A better knowledge of the biological effects of charged particles would be a great advantage for 

the future clinical use of particle beams in tumor radiotherapy. High LET radiation, such as 

carbon ions has several advantages compared to conventional radiotherapy with X-rays. This 

includes an increased RBE at the end of the particle range and a beneficial depth dose distribution 

to a normal tissue and tumor. The main physical difference between low LET and high LET 

radiation is related to their dose deposition in space and time. In order to gain a better 

understanding of the enhanced RBE of high LET radiation in earlier studies the impact of the 

temporal dose deposition on the RBE has been investigated (Schmid et al., 2011b; Schmid et al., 

2010; Schmid et al., 2009). Here, the effects on the RBE for different biological end points were 

studied after application of low LET protons, which were focused in time to one nanosecond. It 

was shown that the time course alone has no influence on the RBE of several biological end 

points, e.g. the induction of micronuclei in HeLa cells (Schmid et al., 2009) and human 

keratinocytes from a 3D skin model (Schmid et al., 2010). Also, no change in RBE for the 

induction of chromosome aberrations in human-hamster hybrid cells (Schmid et al., 2011b) and 

for the most relevant radiobiological end point of cell survival using HeLa cells (Auer et al., 

2011) could be shown. The authors have concluded that the time course of dose deposition has 

seemingly no influence on the RBE (Schmid et al., 2012a). 

Recently, using ion microbeam particle irradiation at SNAKE, protons were applied to cells 

randomly or focused to sub-micrometer spots and the influence of spatial dose distribution on 

RBE with respect to induction of dicentric chromosomes and micronuclei was investigated 

(Schmid et al., 2015; Schmid et al., 2012a). In these studies, the authors have found enhanced 

radiation effectiveness for the induction of chromosome aberrations by focusing of protons and 

lithium ions. 

In the present work, we concentrated on the influence of the spatial dose distribution on the RBE 

with respect to cell survival, since this is a more representative radiobiological in vitro end point. 

The end point of cell survival reflects the full dimension of radiation effects to the cells, 

depending on whether the irradiated cell will fail to repair the DNA damage and die or the cell 
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will retain its reproductive integrity and therefore will survive the radiation. Thus, the 

maintenance of the reproductive integrity is a crucial characteristic of the surviving cells which 

enables cell proliferation and the formation of colonies.  

The RBE for cell survival from spot-like dose distribution obtained after focused proton 

irradiation was compared with that from homogeneously distributed protons. In addition, the 

effects of focused protons were compared with high LET radiation effects using lithium and 

carbon ions. The cell survival data demonstrated that simply by focusing 117 protons to sub-

micrometer spots the RBE for cell survival (Figure 3.19) was significantly increased as compared 

to homogeneous proton irradiation. Notably, the evaluated RBE for homogeneous proton 

irradiation (0.90 ± 0.32) was consistent with the generally assumed RBE of 1.1, which is 

implemented in proton therapy (Paganetti, 2002; Paganetti, 2003). By focusing high LET 33 

MeV lithium ions to spots of narrow grids (3.8 x 3.8 and 5.4 x 5.4) the same effect enhancement 

could be achieved as compared to the random lithium irradiation. This result demonstrated that 

changing of dose deposition patterns strongly influence the resulting effect. Focused dose 

deposition within the cell nuclei is supposed to induce multiple DNA DSBs in close proximity, 

resulting in the formation of complex DSBs at the irradiated spots. Such complex DSBs are well-

known as more severe DNA lesions which are more difficult to repair than isolated, well 

separated DSBs (Goodhead, 1994; Goto, 2002; Hill et al., 2011; Lomax, 2013; Ward, 1994). 

Furthermore, interaction of adjacent DSBs in close spatial proximity enhances the probability of 

connecting the wrong ends. Although the total number of induced DSBs is supposed not to be 

altered by redistribution of dose deposition, the inaccurate DNA repair is meant to result in more 

chromosome aberrations and thus less cell survival after focused irradiation. A higher frequency 

of chromosome aberrations and micronuclei after focused dose deposition has been 

experimentally shown in a previous study using the same experimental approach (Schmid et al., 

2012a). The cell survival data from the present work align very well with the data obtained there.  

However, the calculated RBE for focused proton irradiation (2.27 ± 0.29) was significantly lower 

than that of high LET 55 MeV carbon ions (4.11 ± 0.49) or 33 MeV lithium ions (4.29 ± 0.27) 

using the same grid pattern and same mean dose of 1.7 Gy. This additional enhancement of the 

resulting effect can be attributed to the extremely high local doses that come from the inner core 

of the lithium and carbon ion tracks. Focusing even more than one carbon ion to spots resulted in 

an increased cell survival and thus a decreased RBE (cf. Figure 3.19). An explanation for this 
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finding could be that by focusing more than one carbon ion to spots and thus applying a higher 

local dose, there may be a saturation of the damage. The local dose applied from one carbon ion 

seemed to be sufficient to induce the maximal cell killing. Therefore, the application of more 

dose locally by focusing more carbon ions per spot was not expected to further enhance the 

effectiveness with respect to cell killing. 

 

4.1.1. Influence of the nuclear size distribution on the cell survival 

The determination of the nuclear area and of the probability for hitting a cell nucleus using 

different irradiation grid patterns is of special importance, since the microbeam irradiation of 

cells at SNAKE has been performed sequentially using a regular pattern. The results have shown 

that CHO-K1 cells possess a relatively small cell nucleus compared to other cell lines such as 

HeLa cells. The mean nuclear area of CHO-K1 cells determined in this work was (67.6 ± 2.2) 

µm² and this result differs from the results obtained from other studies (Konishi, 2005; Weyrather 

et al., 1999). For the same cell line, Weyrather et al. measured an average nuclear area of (87.8 ± 

11.1) µm² (Weyrather et al., 1999), whereas Konishi et al. evaluated a cell nucleus area of (127 ± 

1.2) µm² (Konishi, 2005). One reason for this discrepancy could be attributed to different cell 

cultivation methods used in these experiments. In this work CHO-K1 cells were seeded in a 4 

mm diameter area on Mylar foil 4 hours prior to irradiation experiment. Using this cell 

cultivation setup (see Figure 2.2) in our experiments the cells reached 100 % confluency prior to 

irradiation on a very small cell growth area and it seemed that this high cell density might have 

an effect the size of the cell nucleus.  

By knowing the nuclear area of CHO-K1 cells, the probability for unhit cells could be determined 

for each grid pattern. The probability for unhit cells increased with increasing distance between 

the spots within a grid. As a result, the highest probability for unhit cells was found for the two 

widest grids (7.6 x 7.6) µm² and (10.8 x 10.8) µm², namely 12% and 44%, respectively (see 

Table 3.1). If a cell nucleus remains unhit, the cell may survive in our experimental setup. This 

has to be taken into account when interpreting the data. For the widest grid used in the 

experiments this would mean that cells which are hit will certainly be killed, as the evaluated cell 

survival is less than 44%, regardless which of the three particles have been used for the 

irradiation. If hit statistics is considered, the saturation effect resulting from the focused spot 
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application of carbon ions was not observable after proton irradiation. Focusing of protons using 

narrow grids enhanced the effect, while for the wider grids cell survival recovered again due to 

the unhit cell population. 

 

4.1.2. Comparison of experimental cell survival data with LEM predictions  

While for proton radiotherapy, a generic RBE value of 1.1 is employed (Friedland et al., 2017; 

Paganetti, 2002; Paganetti, 2003), for the use of heavy ions the variations of the RBE along the 

ion beam penetration in tissue have to be considered and the biological effects need to be 

simulated. Therefore, an accurate understanding of RBE effects is essential for the optimal 

application of heavy ions for radiotherapy. The biological modelling approach LEM that has been 

implemented in treatment planning systems for cancer particle therapy with heavy ions was 

developed at GSI (Scholz, 1997). This model allows for the prediction of the biological effects of 

ion beams. Over the last years it has been further developed and extensively tested by comparison 

with experimental in-vitro and in-vivo data. The latest version of the LEM model (LEM IV) is 

based on the assumption that the initial spatial DNA damage distribution represents the 

determining factor for the final cellular biological response after radiation (Elsässer, 2010; 

Friedrich et al., 2012).  

In this study we compared the experimental cell survival data with LEM predictions performed at 

GSI by Thomas Friedrich in order to analyze how precisely LEM can validate the experimental 

outcome. Furthermore, in our recent study the relevance of different spatial scales on the overall 

radiation damage was analyzed, both experimentally and theoretically (Friedrich et al., 

Submitted). Focusing of protons to sub-micrometer spots in cells was used as an experimental 

approach to study the dependence of the radiation effectiveness with respect to cell survival on 

different spatial scales. In parallel, LEM calculations were performed based on the assumptions 

that three spatial scales, namely the size of the DNA (nm scale), the size of multiple chromatin 

loops (µm scale) and finally the size of cell nuclei (10 µm) contribute to the overall radiation 

DNA damaging (Friedrich et al., Submitted). 

Moreover, the comparison of the experimental cell survival data with LEM predictions allowed 

for a more precise interpretation of the obtained results. The independently performed LEM 

predictions on cell survival were in good agreement with the obtained experimental data, as 
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shown in Figure 3.20. A slight difference could be observed in the case of lithium ion irradiation 

with the widest grid, (10.8 x 10.8) µm² grid. This discrepancy could be explained by the fact that 

the data for this grid irradiation were measured in one lithium beam time and further experiments 

are needed in order to validate this result. 

As discussed above, focusing of protons to sub-micrometer spots in cell nuclei resulted in 

significantly increased radiation effectiveness as compared to a random irradiation and thus high 

LET radiation effects could be approximated. A good correlation of the experimental data with 

theoretical LEM predictions provides evidence that the enhanced effectiveness caused by focused 

dose deposition could be explained by the interaction of DNA lesions on the micrometer (µm) 

scale within a chromatin loop. This interaction leads to formation of even more complex lesions 

which cannot be repaired easily. Herewith, the µm scale which is hypothesized to be relevant for 

the radiation induced DNA damage could be confirmed.  

The cell survival after high LET carbon and lithium ion irradiation using the same radiation dose 

and the same focusing level was significantly higher as compared to focused proton irradiation. 

As can be seen from the 2D simulations of the microscopic dose deposition from focused proton 

and carbon ion beam spots (cf. Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2), the outer region of the beam spots is 

similar. However, the inner region of the carbon beam spot provides much higher local doses 

than in the case of a focused proton beam spot. Consequently, this extremely high local dose in 

the core of high LET particle track results in the interaction of SSBs on the nanometer (nm) scale, 

leading to the formation of additional DSBs, and thus to an enhanced DSB yield. With this 

observation, the interaction of DNA lesions on the nm scale could be verified. 

The dependence of the 10 µm scale on the cell survival was tested using the widest grid, (10.8 x 

10.8) µm² where the probability for a cell to remain unhit was high (44%). Here, it has been 

experimentally proven that only those cells, which are not hit, will survive. Thus, the 10 µm 

spatial scale was given by the size of the cell nucleus, reflecting a damping of the effects due to 

the hit probability (Friedrich et al., Submitted). 

Experimental cell survival data from this work strongly support the assumption of LEM that the 

spatial dose distribution is the determining factor of the RBE. Moreover, these data have 

confirmed the existence of three spatial scales, namely nm-µm- and 10 µm scale, as well as their 

contribution to the high LET radiation induced DNA damage and the consequent cell killing. 
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Finally, the accuracy of LEM predictions based on mechanisms associated with these three 

spatial scales could be verified.  

 

4.2. DNA DSB repair after low LET proton irradiation and high LET carbon ion 

irradiation 

The influence of the spatial dose distribution on the induction of DNA DSBs and their repair has 

also been studied in this work. In general, DSBs are the most serious DNA lesions induced by 

ionizing radiation to cells, which can result in the formation of chromosome aberrations, 

induction of cell death or carcinogenesis (Wyman, 2006). A widely used method for measuring 

DSB repair is detection of γ-H2AX (the phosphorylated form of histone H2AX) foci by 

immunofluorescence. The number of γ-H2AX foci correlates with the induced DSBs and the 

disappearance of γ-H2AX foci is related to the DSB repair at low radiation doses (Rothkamm, 

2003), if not more than 100-150 DSBs are induced in the cell nucleus (Bouquet et al., 2006). 

The DSB formation and processing after exposure of cells to either focused or random proton 

irradiation was analyzed in this work based on the use of the γ-H2AX assay and flow cytometric 

measurement. A microscopy analysis of γ-H2AX foci, which was performed in parallel to the γ-

H2AX flow cytometry experiments, allowed for the qualitative validation of the DNA DSB 

distribution pattern after random and focused proton irradiation with a mean dose of 1.7 Gy. A 

quantitative analysis by counting individual γ-H2AX foci was not possible due to a high local 

density of DNA DSBs obtained after focused proton irradiation and the lack of markers sensitive 

enough for such a task (Figure 3.9 b-d). 

A higher residual γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity (FI) was measured after the focused proton 

irradiation as compared to the homogeneous proton irradiation (Figure 3.5), particularly at later 

time point (12 hours), as the residual γ-H2AX FI was 28% higher than in the case of a 

homogeneous dose application. This result indicated that a focused dose deposition might induce 

more complex DSBs, which are difficult for cells to repair. These findings could be confirmed by 

a qualitative visualization of γ-H2AX foci distribution 30 minutes post-irradiation, as focused 

spots of protons resulted in the induction of an increased local density of DSBs at the irradiation 

spots (Figure 3.3). Applying more protons to spots, it becomes gradually more difficult to 

distinguish between the individual γ-H2AX foci, since multiple DSBs were encompassed within 
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the nuclear domains. These highly localized and dense damage clusters induced by focused 

protons are comparable to the DNA damage induced after radiation with high LET particles as 

reported by others (Costes, 2006; Reindl et al., 2015; Reindl et al., 2017), where almost no 

individual foci could be observed along the track of a high LET particle. Such complex DNA 

damage, which consists of several DNA lesions in close proximity are considerably more 

difficult to repair than spatially isolated lesions (Goto, 2002; Hada, 2008; Lomax, 2013; Ward, 

1985). Moreover, our results are consistent with the simulation results of Kreipl et al (Kreipl, 

2009). In this theoretical study the authors investigated the influence of spatial and temporal 

proximity of ion particle tracks on the yield of clustered lesions using Monte-Carlo based 

modelling approach. Their simulation results indicated that a higher yield of clustered lesions 

could be induced by 20 MeV protons when applied within small spatial proximity.  

In order to compare the DNA DSB repair after focused low LET proton irradiation with that of 

high LET carbon ions, the flow cytometric analysis of the residual γ-H2AX FI was performed 

also with high LET carbon ions. The γ-H2AX FI was evaluated for the same time points as for 

proton irradiation, together with other time points to characterize in more detail the γ-H2AX 

repair kinetics after high LET radiation. As a result, the relative γ-H2AX FI measured 6 and 12 

hours after irradiation with carbon ions (Figure 3.6) was 19-times and 24-times higher than after 

focused proton irradiation. This result suggested that after carbon ion irradiation, a much higher 

fraction of DSBs remains unrepaired as compared to proton irradiation, probably due to a higher 

proportion of complex DSBs. Leatherbarrow and Harper investigated the induction and rejoining 

of DSBs in Chinese hamster V79-4 cells after irradiation with high LET α-particles and low LET 

γ-rays.. Their results have shown slower repair kinetics of γ-H2AX loss after irradiation with α-

particles as compared to the irradiation using the same dose of γ-rays, indicating that high local 

doses from the α-tracks induce more complex DNA damage (Leatherbarrow, 2006). In general, 

the observed differences in the repair of the DNA damage from different radiation qualities can 

be attributed to the complexity of the DNA damage (Jenner, 1993). 

On the basis of several studies it could be shown that a much higher frequency of clustered DSBs 

can be induced by high LET radiation than in the case of low LET radiation (Schipler, 2013). 

More precisely, high LET radiation accounts for about 90 % of clustered DNA damage in 

comparison to low LET radiation, after which only about 30% of clustered DNA DSBs are 

induced (Eccles, 2011; Lomax, 2013; Nikjoo, 1999). Goodhead proposed that the observed 
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increase of RBE for cell killing with increasing LET is due to the formation of complexes of 

clustered DNA damage, which more likely arise from a densely ionizing particle of higher LET 

(Goodhead, 1994). In the present study we could show that simply by focusing protons to sub-

micrometer spots in cell nuclei, an increased RBE for cell killing could be achieved as shown in 

Figure 3.19. Therefore, this observed effect enhancement in cell killing can be explained as a 

result of an increased DNA damage complexity and thus diminished DNA damage repair 

capacity of the irradiated cells caused by a focused dose deposition. 

Most of the DSBs are repaired by NHEJ pathway (Ma, 2005), a very fast but also an error-prone 

repair process (Khanna, 2001), which occurs mainly in the G1 phase of the cell cycle, since it 

does not require sequence homology. In contrast, the HR repair represents a more complex and 

slower process, employed mainly in S and G2 phase of the cell cycle (Shibata, 2011; Wyman, 

2006). The DNA damage complexity is one of the determining factors which has an influence on 

the DNA repair pathway choice (Shibata, 2011). It is well known that complex DSBs induced by 

high LET radiation during the late S and G2 phase of the cell cycle are repaired mostly by HR, 

ensuring most accurate repair (Schmid et al., 2012b). As DSB repair can be processed through 

two repair pathways, the disappearance of γ-H2AX fluorescence over time can be described by a 

bi-exponential function with one fast and one slow component. Description of the γ-H2AX 

reduction over time by a bi-exponential function has been implemented successfully by Schmid 

et al. in their study with the aim to investigate the kinetics of γ-H2AX fluorescence reduction in 

HeLa cells after exposure to low LET X-rays and high LET 55 MeV carbon ions (Schmid, 2010). 

In the present work the same evaluation method was used in order to describe the DSB repair 

kinetics in CHO-K1 cells after high LET radiation using carbon ions. The examined decay time 

τ2 = (3 ± 51) 10
6 

h represents the decay rate of the slow repair after carbon ion irradiation and it 

seemed to be very high and inaccurate. This result would mean that about 45% of the γ-H2AX 

signal is still detectable 24 hours after irradiation with two carbon ions per spot focused in the 

(5.4 x 5.4) µm² grid, and it represents the fraction of the residual unrepaired DSBs. In the study 

performed by Schmid et al. much shorter decay times for slow and fast repair were evaluated 

after carbon ion irradiation. One possible explanation for the discrepancies could be that the 

chosen radiation dose in our case (3.4 Gy) was rather excessive, so the repair of the induced DNA 

DSBs would take even longer. Another reason could be that the radiation dose of 3.4 Gy resulted 

in irreparable lethal DNA damage so that the induced DSBs remained unrejoined. 
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The fast proliferating characteristics of CHO-K1 cells are another problematic aspect in this 

experiment which might have an influence on the experimental outcome. The cells that are less 

damaged proliferate better and faster than highly damaged cells, which might be arrested in the 

G2 phase of the cell cycle for a certain period of time. Consequently, this would mean that the 

fraction of cells with high γ-H2AX FI would decline, thus decreasing the mean γ-H2AX signal. 

Therefore, it would be conceivable that a cell line with slower proliferating activity might be 

more appropriate in this experiment. 

MacPhil et al. reported that the background γ-H2AX level varies as a function of the cell cycle 

(Macphil et al., 2003). Therefore, it would be necessary to perform a bivariate analysis of γ-

H2AX expression relative to the DNA content in order to measure cell cycle-specific expression 

of γ-H2AX. Furthermore, the analysis have to be restricted only to G1 cells in order to minimize 

the bias introduced by spontaneous foci measured in S and G2 phase cells, since the expression of 

γ-H2AX in unirradiated cells is associated with DNA replication (Macphil et al., 2003). 

The preliminary data obtained so far suggest that focusing of protons to spots in cell nuclei might 

induce more complex DNA damage, resulting in slower DSB repair kinetics, thus approximating 

high LET radiation damaging. 

 

4.3. Induction of apoptosis in cells using microbeam particle irradiation 

The main goal of radiotherapy cancer treatment is to inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells. This 

can be achieved by inducing cell death in tumor cells (Eriksson, 2010). It is well known that 

ionizing radiation used for cancer treatment results in DNA damage and that the severity of the 

DNA damage is the determining factor whether the cells will fail to repair the DNA damage. 

Failure of the cell to repair the DNA damage can lead to mutations and chromosome aberrations 

or cell death. In order to prevent the accumulation of damaged and mutated cells, programmed 

cell death pathway can be activated, namely apoptosis (Borges, 2008; Matt, 2016). Thus, 

apoptosis activation following radiation-induced DNA damage represents a protective cellular 

strategy to prevent carcinogenesis (Roos, 2013).  

In the present work, apoptosis induction in CHO-K1 cells was analyzed after irradiation with 

focused or randomly applied protons and carbon ions in order to investigate whether change in 
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spatial dose distribution affects apoptotic response. This is the first study that investigates the 

effect of different spatial dose distribution on apoptosis induction in cells.  

Flow cytometric analysis of caspase 3/7 activity together with SYTOX staining allows to 

differentiate between apoptotic (only caspase 3/7 positive cells), necrotic (only SYTOX positive 

cells) and double positive cells (caspase 3/7 positive and SYTOX positive cells). The double 

positive cells in this analysis are supposed to be secondary necrotic cells (Berghe, 2010; 

Denecker et al., 2001; Krysko, 2008; Silva, 2010). Secondary necrotic cells are characterized by 

active caspases as a marker of apoptosis and disintegrated plasma membrane, which is a 

characteristic feature of necrotic cells. The process of secondary necrosis has been well described 

by several studies which indicate that in the absence of phagocytosis, apoptotic cells proceed to 

secondary necrosis, a stage which possesses many characteristics of primary necrosis (Krysko, 

2008). The occurrence of secondary necrotic cells is often regarded as an in vitro artifact, because 

of the absence of phagocytic capacity (Berghe, 2010). Therefore, we assume that secondary 

necrotic cells (double positive cells) are actually late apoptotic cells, which are not cleared by 

phagocytosis. 

In a preliminary experiment with 200 kV X-rays the induction of apoptosis at two time points, 24 

and 48 hours after irradiation was analyzed. The obtained results indicated that the unirradiated 

cells show a higher percentage of double positive cells 48 hours after irradiation compared to the 

unirradiated cells measured 24 hours after irradiation. One possible reason for the high apoptotic 

rate in unirradiated cells could be the high cell density observed 48 hours after starting the 

experiment. The observation that high cell density alone can trigger apoptotic response in 

unirradiated cells was also reported by others, e.g. in CHO cells (Fiore, 1999), in primary rat 

hepatocytes (Maeda, 1993) and human myeloblastic HL-60 cells (Saeki, 1997). Consequently, 24 

hours seemed to be a more appropriate time point for analyzing apoptotic response in CHO-K1 

cells using the cell cultivation setup as shown in Figure 2.2. Trypsinization of cells after 

irradiation and reseeding in a new culture dish was not an option, because the cells were already 

trypsinized once prior to irradiation. Detaching cells from the Mylar foil by trypsinization for the 

second time on the same day might evoke additional cellular stress and contribute to a non-

radiation specific apoptotic or necrotic response.  
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The flow cytometric measurements of caspase 3/7 activity after irradiation with a mean dose of 

3.4 Gy using particles with different LET demonstrated that apoptosis in CHO-K1 cells seems to 

be induced in a LET-dependent manner. After high LET carbon ion irradiation more apoptotic 

cells could be observed than after proton and X-ray irradiation (Figure 3.14). There are several 

studies that have reported on a higher efficiency of high-LET radiation to induce apoptosis 

(Iwadate et al., 2001; Meijer et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2004; Tsuchida, 1998). Iwadate et al. 

investigated induction of apoptosis after irradiation with high LET carbon ions and low LET X-

ray irradiation in glioma cancer cell lines with wild-type p53 and mutated p53, respectively 

(Iwadate et al., 2001). Their results provided evidence that carbon ion irradiation can induce 

apoptosis in glioma cells more efficiently than X-rays regardless of p53 gene status. Therefore, 

radiotherapy using high LET particles, e.g. carbon ions is supposed to be a promising 

radiotherapy approach to target cancer cells harboring mutated p53 gene. For CHO-K1 cells used 

in this work, it is known that the p53 sequence carries a single missense mutation in codon 211 

(Hu, 1999; Tzang, 1999). However, it has been shown that this mutation has no effect on the 

functional properties of the p53 protein (Tzang, 1999).  

Furthermore, our data suggested that protons applied randomly and X-rays may induce a similar 

apoptotic response in cells after irradiation with 3.4 Gy. This result was expected, because low 

LET protons are very similar to X-rays with respect to their radiation effectiveness. Furthermore, 

these results are in good accordance with the obtained cell survival data. 

After focusing protons to spots in cell nuclei, the percentage of caspase 3/7 positive cells 

remained unchanged. However, a higher percentage of late apoptotic cells and thus more 

apoptotic cells in total could be observed after a focused dose application (Figure 3.17). This 

finding can be interpreted as an indication that focused proton irradiation might trigger apoptotic 

response in cells more rapidly than random proton irradiation, as the fraction of late apoptotic 

cells was much higher. A more rapid induction of apoptosis after focused proton irradiation could 

be interpreted as a consequence of clustered DNA damage, which is supposed to be higher than 

in the case of a random proton irradiation. The apoptosis results are consistent with the cell 

survival and DSB repair results from this work, as significantly higher cell killing and more 

unrepaired DSBs could be measured after focused proton irradiation. Using wider grids for 

microbeam irradiation at SNAKE, the hit statistics become important and this has to be 

considered for the interpretation of the results. The irradiation with the narrow (5.4 x 5.4) µm² 
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grid resulted in almost no unhit cell nuclei, while using wider grids the probability for unhit cells 

increased to 12 % and 44 %. This high percentage of unhit cells could be the reason for the 

decreased apoptotic rate in cells after irradiation using the widest grid (10.8 x 10.8) µm². 

Rapid apoptotic response became even more pronounced after high LET radiation with carbon 

ions, as the percentage of early apoptotic cells decreased and the fraction of late apoptotic cells 

increased as compared to the focused proton irradiation (Figure 3.14). Therefore, high LET 

carbon ion irradiation is supposed to promote apoptosis induction efficiently and even more 

rapidly than low LET protons and X-rays. This result is in a good agreement with our cell 

survival and DSB repair results, since a significantly higher cell killing and a higher fraction of 

unrepaired DNA DSBs after carbon ion irradiation could be shown as compared to low LET 

radiation with protons or X-rays. Meijer et al. could also show a faster apoptotic response in 

human peripheral lymphocytes after high LET radiation (Meijer et al., 1998). This leads to the 

conclusion, that analysis of apoptotic response for different radiation qualities at only one time 

point may not represent the realistic outcome. The fact that apoptosis is a time-dependent process 

was reported also by Holgersson et al. (Holgersson et al., 2003). In this study the authors 

observed different apoptotic response after exposure of human glioma cells to low LET γ-rays 

and high LET nitrogen ions. Irradiation of cells with 4 Gy of nitrogen ions resulted in a more 

rapid induction of apoptosis as compared to irradiation with low LET γ-rays using the same 

radiation dose (Holgersson et al., 2003).  

Furthermore, the results from this work suggested that radiation induces apoptosis is a dose-

dependent manner as could be shown for irradiation with X-rays. By increasing the radiation dose 

from 3.4 Gy to 5.1 Gy, the frequency of apoptotic cells increased (Figure 3.9). Unfortunately, 

radiation doses higher than 3.4 Gy were technically not feasible in the case of focused proton 

irradiation due to the technical setup at SNAKE. However, the irradiation with 5.1 Gy of carbon 

ions resulted in no further increase in apoptotic rate as compared to the radiation dose of 3.4 Gy. 

This can be explained by the saturation effect which has been observed already for the endpoint 

of cell survival, as more than one carbon ion was applied per spot and cell survival tended to 

increase. Therefore, the same saturation effect is expected to be seen also with regard to apoptosis 

induction. 
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It has to be mentioned that apoptosis cannot fully account for the cell killing measured by 

clonogenic cell survival assay. For example, carbon ion irradiation with a mean dose of 1.7 Gy 

resulted in about 11% of cell survival, while the irradiation with twice the dose (3.4 Gy) resulted 

in only 13 % apoptotic cells. Some other types of cell death pathways, such as mitotic catastrophe 

or senescence, which were not analyzed in this work, may well also participate in cell killing. 

One important observation was made concerning the unirradiated samples from proton and 

carbon ion radiation experiments at SNAKE. A remarkably high percentage of secondary 

necrotic cells was measured in unirradiated cells from both proton and carbon ion irradiations at 

SNAKE, unlike in unirradiated cells from the experiments with X-rays. A possible reason for this 

outcome might be the transport of cell samples from the irradiation location in Garching to our 

department where flow cytometry measurements were carried out. The irradiated cell samples 

were transported by car and the cell transport did not take longer than half hour and immediately 

after the transport, cells were placed again into the incubator at 37 °C. These fluctuations of the 

incubating temperature could be the reason for different percentage of caspase 3/7 positive cells 

in unirradiated cell samples from the irradiation experiments at SNAKE and at the X-ray 

irradiation facility.  

Because of the limited available beam time, we had to prioritize our experiments. Since other 

biological end points e.g. cell survival and chromosomal aberrations (not part of this work) were 

much more important for the joint project, we decided collectively not to pursue apoptosis 

experiments any further. Therefore, the apoptosis analysis here is based on a single data set from 

one proton beam time and the obtained data suggest that focusing protons to spots in cell nuclei 

increases apoptosis induction due to an increased DNA damage complexity. As already discussed 

above, complex DSBs are more severe lesions repaired with less accuracy. Therefore, the 

severity of DNA damage is a deciding factor in the cell’s fate. If DNA is severely damaged by 

ionizing radiation, the probability that cells will undergo apoptosis is higher. 
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5. Conclusion and Outlook 

The clinical use of charged particles for tumor radiotherapy offers many benefits in comparison 

to conventional photon radiotherapy. All accelerated charged particles show an inverse depth 

dose profile with the characteristic Bragg Peak, which provides a very precise dose deposition to 

the tumor. By achieving the same tumor control this leads to reduced damage in the surrounding 

normal tissue and therefore less acute or late side effects. Additionally, charged particles have a 

higher RBE in the region of the maximal dose deposition and may offer biological advantages 

such as enhanced cell killing. In this PhD work one of the most important physical properties of 

the high LET radiation, namely the inhomogeneous spatial dose distribution was investigated in 

order to contribute to a better understanding of the increased RBE of high LET particles. This 

question was examined using a unique experimental approach at the ion microprobe SNAKE 

whereby sub-micrometer focused protons were applied to cell nuclei in several variations, thus 

changing the spatial dose and DNA DSB distribution. The effect of the spatial dose distribution 

on the biological effectiveness was analyzed with regard to different biological end points such as 

DNA DSB repair, apoptosis induction and the most relevant radiobiological end point of cell 

survival. 

From the data obtained in this work the general conclusion can be drawn, that the spatial focused 

dose application manifests itself as a significant increase in the RBE with respect to cell survival 

(Figure 3.19). These results demonstrate evidence that high LET radiation effects can be 

approached by focusing low LET radiation. In addition, it could be shown that experimental cell 

survival data are in good agreement with independently performed LEM predictions (Figure 

3.20), supporting the theoretical assumptions that spatial dose distribution has a great impact on 

the RBE. Moreover, the comparison of experimental cell survival data with LEM predictions 

allows for better understanding of the DNA damage induced by high LET radiation. Finally, it 

provides a substantial evidence for a coexistence of three spatial scales of DNA damage (nm, µm 

and 10 µm scale), which all together contribute to the overall radiation damage. 

The preliminary DSB repair data have shown a trend that focusing of protons may result in a 

higher amount of persistent unrepaired DSBs as evaluated by the mean fluorescence intensity of 
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γ-H2AX. This result indicated that the radiation induced DNA damage after focused proton 

irradiation might be more complex than in the case of a random proton irradiation. However, 

further improvement of the method and additional experimental work are needed in order to gain 

a better insight into the radiation induced DNA damaging and the underlying complexity of 

DSBs. Although there are several benefits of using flow cytometry for the quantitative analysis of 

γ-H2AX fluorescence intensity, a similar method might be even more suitable for our irradiation 

experiments, namely the slide-based laser scanning cytometry (LSC). Using this method, it would 

be possible to irradiate different regions on a single cell sample, thus ensuring identical 

conditions for cell cultivation and cell staining for all irradiated fields from the same cell sample. 

Additionally, a cell line with slower proliferating activity than CHO-K1 cells should be 

considered, and radiation doses which would be most appropriate for this experiment should be 

ascertained.  

The results relating to radiation induced apoptosis have shown a trend that focused dose 

application could induce a higher percentage of late apoptotic cells when compared to a random 

proton irradiation and X-ray irradiation (Figure 3.14). Moreover, our data suggested a more rapid 

apoptotic response after a focused proton application due to the DSB clustering. Induction of 

apoptosis in CHO-K1 cells seemed to be LET- dependent. A dose-dependent increase in 

apoptosis rate could be shown after X-ray irradiation; however this was not the case after high 

LET radiation with carbon ions. 

Further research is however necessary to better understand the increased RBE of high LET 

radiation and is of great importance for a biological understanding. Since heavy ions show 

inhomogeneous spatial and temporal dose deposition, a combination of both aspects should be 

investigated in a future research project. However, the implementation of such irradiation 

experiments using the ion microbeam SNAKE to apply protons in different time courses, from 

nanoseconds to hours focused at sub-micrometer spots in cell nuclei represents a very demanding 

task, from both the physical and the biological side. The same biological end points of cell 

survival, DSB repair and induction of chromosomal aberrations would be of special interest in 

order to investigate how the changing of the temporal as well as spatial dose deposition affects 

the interaction of radiation induced DSBs. 
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